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With the number of women in politics growing, the question arises whether they 
are judged based on the same standards as their male colleagues or if they must adapt to 
different sets of expectations among the voters.  Language Expectancy Theory suggests 
that women are less effective than men using aggressive persuasion strategies because by 
being verbally aggressive, they violate social expectations about gender-appropriate 
conduct and men do not.  Three online experiments involving a total of 242 participants 
were conducted assessing perceptions of speaker credibility, agreement, perceptions of 
communicative appropriateness, and perceptions of aggressiveness when verbal 
aggressiveness, gender, and the speaker’s party affiliation were manipulated in political 
speeches.  Results indicate that verbal aggressiveness negatively affects ratings of 
messages and their sources; however, most gender-verbal aggressiveness interactions 
were nonsignificant.  Also, in some instances, Republican Party identifiers rated 
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1. Introduction
It is often asked why, even in the 21st century, women remain underrepresented in 
politics around the world.  Although they now occupy some of the highest positions, like 
Angela Merkel as the Chancellor of Germany and Hillary Rodham Clinton as the 
American Secretary of State, they still seem to face higher obstacles than men.  
According to the Center for American Women and Politics (2010), in the year 2010, 23 % 
of all state executive positions were filled by women, and 6 of the 50 governors and 25 % 
of all state legislators were female.  On the national level, 7 of the 22 Cabinet members, 3 
of the 9 Supreme Court Justices, and 17 % of all members of Congress were women.  
Although the percentage of women in politics has dramatically increased since the early 
20th century, current developments—the number of Republican women state legislators 
has been declining since the 1990s (Sanbomatsu, Carroll, & Walsh, 2009)—show that the 
problem of gender representation in politics is current and important.  
Various attempts have been made to explain why women have difficulties 
winning political office even in countries where gender equality is officially supported 
and reinforced.  Reasons suggested include a lack of acceptance or even discrimination 
by male colleagues (Schöler-Macher, 1994), exclusion from informal networks (Hoecker, 
2007), lack of professional experience that results from providing childcare (Hoecker, 
2007), and marginalization and trivialization by the mass media (Holtz-Bacha, 2007).  In 
addition to these rather tangible reasons, Holtz-Bacha (2007) offers a more abstract and 
culturally grounded explanation: throughout most of history, women have been excluded 
from politics and still are a minority in parliaments and governments.  Therefore, people’s 
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ideas of how politicians look and act are mostly determined by male examples.  Whoever 
wants to be successful in the political environment must show characteristics that are 
typically associated with masculinity, such as aggressiveness and perseverance, which, 
when displayed by a woman, seem strangely unfitting to many people.  According to that 
logic, by being active in politics, a woman automatically violates common expectations 
of what is typically considered appropriate feminine behavior.
Persuasion scholars have argued that this violation of expectancies interferes with 
women’s ability to communicate effectively with and influence their audience.  Language 
Expectancy Theory (LET) (for an overview see Burgoon, Pauls Denning, & Roberts, 
2002) suggests that cultural stereotypes cause individuals to develop expectations about 
communication behaviors that subsequently affect their acceptance or rejection of 
persuasive messages (Burgoon & Miller, 1985).  As it is a common stereotype in 
American culture that aggressiveness is a masculine trait (Eagly & Steffen, 1986), 
women are limited to nonaggressive persuasive strategies because they would otherwise 
violate social expectations of female behavior and thereby reduce their chances to be 
persuasive.
As aggressive communication strategies are a popular means of persuasion in 
political campaigns, LET’s implications about men’s and women’s abilities to effectively 
use them are highly relevant to political communication.  According to Sabato (1981), 
attack messages have gained the reputation of being effective among campaigning 
professionals, who believe them to be more attention-grabbing that nonaggressive 
messages and particularly effective against incumbents.  If the assumptions of LET are 
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correct and women cannot exhibit verbally aggressive behavior without impairing their 
persuasive impact, female politicians would be deprived of a communication strategy that 
men can successfully use and therefore disadvantaged when competing against them.
However, it has also been observed that expectations based on cultural 
stereotypes, e.g., gender-related stereotypes, play a less significant role in judging an 
individual once specific information about that individual is learned (Klingle & Burgoon, 
1995).  An important specific characteristic of a politician is his or her party affiliation.  
According to recent opinion polls (Gallup, 2011), approximately 90 % of all Americans 
consider themselves a Republican, a Democrat, or at least ‘leaning’ to one of those two 
parties.  Such preferences may manifest themselves in a bias that affects the processing of 
political messages, such that individuals form more favorable impressions of politicians 
who are affiliated with the party they prefer than of others, and are more likely to accept 
their messages.  Are political biases strong enough to override gender biases?
The present studies are designed to examine the effect of verbal aggressiveness on 
perceptions of speakers and their messages in political speeches, considering the impacts 
of speaker gender and an individual’s party identification.  Using LET as a theoretical 
framework, I will investigate whether receivers’ reactions to attack messages differ 
dependent on whether their source is male or female, and on whether the source is 
affiliated with the party the receiver prefers.  The following sections provide a brief 
overview about the literature on the roles of gender, verbal aggressiveness, and political 
preference in persuasion.  Then, methods and results of three online experiments testing 
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the effects of those variables are described.  Finally, findings and limitations of the study 




Language Expectancy Theory.  Language Expectancy Theory (LET) is a 
language-based theory with the goal of explaining persuasion from a macroscopic 
perspective (Burgoon, Birk, & Hall, 1991; Burgoon & Burgoon, 2001).  Its basic idea is 
that “language is a rule-governed system and people develop macro-sociological 
expectations and preferences concerning the language or message strategies employed by 
others in persuasive attempts” (Burgoon & Burgoon, 2001, p. 82).   These expectations 
and preferences result from cultural and sociological norms, standards, or ideals for what 
is competent communication performance (Burgoon et al., 1991; Burgoon & Burgoon, 
2001; Burgoon & Klingle, 1998).
LET originates from a series of experiments conducted by communication and 
medical scholar M. Burgoon and his associates in the 1970s (Burgoon, 1975; Burgoon, 
Jones, & Stewart, 1975; Burgoon & Stewart, 1975), which revealed that communicators 
who conformed to receiver expectations were more persuasive than those who violated 
such expectations.  In a subsequent article, Burgoon and Miller (1985) provided the first 
draft of what would later be developed into a detailed propositional framework about the 
relationship between language and persuasion (also see Burgoon, 1989; Burgoon et al., 
1991; Burgoon & Burgoon, 2001; Burgoon & Klingle, 1998).  LET is based on the 
assumption that “people develop expectations about language behaviors that 
subsequently affect their acceptance or rejection of persuasive messages” (Burgoon & 
Miller, 1985, p. 201).  From this first proposition follow the second and the third, namely 
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that the use of language that negatively violates expectations inhibits persuasion and leads 
to either no attitude change or a change in attitude opposite to that advocated by the 
source, and that language that positively violates these expectations facilitates persuasion.
In LET, expectations, are defined as “enduring cognitions about the anticipated 
verbal and nonverbal communication of others” that are “based on contemporaneous 
roles, rules, norms, and practices that apply to a given culture, community, or 
context” (Burgoon & Burgoon, 2001, p. 80).  Expectations normally do not apply to a 
specific behavior, but to a range or ‘band width’ of what is typical and accepted.  
Accordingly, expectancy violations are behaviors that fall outside that range; in other 
words, they are acts that “deviate sufficiently from the typical or customary pattern to be 
regarded as deviant or unexpected” (p. 81).
Positive violation occurs either when the source’s communication behavior is 
better or more preferred than expected, or when negatively evaluated sources conform 
more closely than expected to norms and values (Burgoon & Klingle, 1998).  Negative 
violation is defined as “language behavior viewed as culturally and socially 
inappropriate” (Burgoon, 1989, p. 138).  When expectations are violated, the result is 
what Burgoon and Burgoon (2001) describe as an overreaction to the behaviors actually 
exhibited by the communication source:
If an actor is initially perceived negatively, then demonstrates more positive 
behavior than anticipated, receivers overestimate the positiveness of the 
unanticipated behaviors . . . The reverse also holds: when an initially positively 
valenced communicator exhibits unexpectedly negative communication 
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behaviors, receives exaggerate their negative evaluation of the communicator and/
or the message.  (p. 84)
While the first three propositions of LET focus on the effects of language 
intensity, later additions also considered several more types of persuasive 
communication, namely opinionated language, fear appeals, and aggressive compliance-
gaining techniques (proposition 4) (Burgoon & Burgoon, 2001).  In summary, these 
propositions state that people have normative expectations about the appropriateness of 
persuasive strategies (proposition 4).  Highly credible communicators have a wide range 
(‘band width’) of persuasive strategies to choose from, whereas communicators with low 
credibility are more limited in that regard if they wish their messages to be effective 
(proposition 5).  In addition, highly credibly sources are persuasive regardless of whether 
they use aggressive or nonaggressive strategies (proposition 6), but sources with low 
credibility are more successful using a nonaggressive approach (proposition 7).  Finally, 
people’s expectations regarding appropriate persuasive communication are gender 
specific, so that “(a) men are usually more persuasive using highly intense persuasive 
appeals,” and “(b) women are usually more persuasive using low-intensity 
appeals” (proposition 8) (Burgoon & Burgoon, 2001, p. 87).  More propositions 
concerning cognitive stress and resistance to persuasion have been drafted (Burgoon & 
Miller, 1985), however, these do not pertain to gender and are therefore irrelevant for this 
study.
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Gender-related expectations of aggressive behavior.  Language Expectancy 
Theory’s claim that men and women are not equally successful in their use of certain 
persuasive strategies is grounded in two basic assumptions: first, that people hold 
expectations toward appropriate communication behavior that are a result of cultural 
rules, norms, and roles, and second, that people react negatively to individuals who 
deviate from their culturally established gender role.  Scholars have argued that sex-role 
stereotypes and sex-specific role-expectations are still pervasive in American culture 
(Jordan-Jackson, Lin, Rancer, & Infante, 2008), and that individuals who do not conform 
to the gender roles prescribed to them face social disapproval and sanctions (Costrich, 
Feinstein, Kidder, Marecek, & Pascale, 1975; Eagly & Koenig, 2006; Nicotera & Rancer, 
1994).
With regards to aggressiveness, social expectations towards men and women are 
clearly different.  According to Eagly and Steffen (1986), the male gender role 
encourages many forms of aggression: “Men are expected to be tough, violent, and 
aggressive” (p. 310).  The traditional female gender role, however, “places little emphasis 
on aggressiveness.  Also, the primacy that this role gives to caring and other communal 
qualities . . . may favor behaviors incompatible with aggressiveness toward other 
people” (p. 310).  This applies to aggressive behavior in general and also, specifically, to 
aggressive communication.  “Findings regarding sex differences in aggressive 
communication,” state Infante, Rancer, and Jordan (1996), “appear to support the 
conclusion that in our culture it may be more socially normative, even acceptable, for 
males to be more argumentative and verbally aggressive” (p. 320f.); and Infante (1987) 
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suggests that “arguing . . . is compatible with expectations for male behavior but 
incompatible with expectations for female behavior” (p. 175).  
In a study on sex-based stereotypes regarding argumentative and verbally 
aggressive behavior, Nicotera and Rancer (1994) asked their participants to rate 
themselves, men in general, and women in general, for argumentativeness and verbal 
aggressiveness.  Male participants rated themselves significantly higher both on verbal 
aggressiveness and argumentativeness.  Also, regardless of their own sex, the participants 
perceived generalized males to be significantly more argumentative and more verbally 
aggressive than generalized females.  
Infante et al. (1996) recorded participants’ perception of argumentativeness and 
verbal aggressiveness in a male or female interpersonal dispute.  Although what was said 
was identical in the male and female dyad, participants rated the male dyad as more 
argumentative and the female dyad as more verbally aggressive.  The authors speculated 
that because women may generally not be expected to be verbally aggressive, any amount 
of verbal aggressiveness becomes “magnified” and is perceived as a violation of 
culturally normative behavior (p. 331).  Costrich et al. (1975) report a similar finding: in 
their experiment, aggressive women were rated as more dominant than aggressive men 
although exactly the same amount of verbal aggressiveness was used.  
Studies have also shown that expectations toward verbally aggressive behavior 
exhibited by men and women do not only differ, but that individuals who deviate from 
these expectations are evaluated more negatively than those who conform to them.  
Another experiment by Costrich et al. (1975) revealed that aggressive women and passive 
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men were liked less than passive women and aggressive men and that gender-role norm 
violators were regarded as more likely to have serious psychological problems than non-
violators.  Burgoon, Dillard, and Doran (1983) identified altruism and positive moral 
appeals as expected female persuasive strategies and threats and aversive stimulation as 
expected male strategies.  They found that both men and women were judged negatively 
when they deviated from these expectations and concluded that
both males and females are constrained by message strategies as well as language 
choices in situations in which they wish to be maximally suasory.  Males are 
expected to use more aggressive persuasive strategies, and to the extent they do 
not conform to such expectations, attitude change is inhibited.  However, females 
are not expected to use such aggressive strategies and are penalized when they are 
the source of unexpectedly aggressive and/or antisocial message strategies.         
(p. 292)
The observation that both men and women face social disapproval when showing 
a degree of verbal aggressiveness considered untypical for their gender (Burgoon et al., 
1983; Costrich et al., 1975; Nicotera & Rancer, 1994) is not easily reconcilable with 
LET’s assumption of the different ‘band widths,’ according to which men should have 
more freedom selecting verbal strategies and be persuasive even when showing little 
verbal aggressiveness.  However, it must be noted that the ‘band width’ is likely to differ 
from situation to situation and, more importantly, cannot possibly be measured when only 
two variations of aggressiveness (e.g. aggressive—passive) are provided.  
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Research on gender and persuasion from an LET perspective.  Language 
Expectancy Theory’s propositions about how certain persuasive strategies (fear appeals, 
opinionated language, language intensity, and aggressive compliance-gaining strategies) 
are not equally acceptable for men and women draw the line between “aggressive” or 
“intense” strategies or “strong language” and “unaggressive,” “low intensity,” or “more 
pro-social” appeals (Burgoon & Burgoon, 2001, p. 87; Burgoon & Klingle, 1998, p. 
262f.).  The underlying idea is that, since it is less expected of women to be aggressive 
than of men, they are also limited to nonaggressive verbal strategies.  Most research on 
the implications of LET works with this broad concept of aggressive persuasive 
communication.  Verbal aggressiveness, a crucial independent variable in this study, is 
more specifically defined.  A definition of verbal aggressiveness and findings on its 
effects are included in the next section.
Burgoon and Stewart (1975) provided the first empirical investigations of the role 
of gender and expectations in the persuasion process.  The central variable in this 
experiment was language intensity, defined as “the quality of language which indicates 
the degree to which the speaker’s attitude toward a concept deviates from 
neutrality” (Bowers, 1963, p. 345).  Examples for varying degrees of language intensity 
are “very bad” for high intensity, “bad” for moderate intensity, and “poor” for low 
intensity (Burgoon & Chase, 1973).  Burgoon and Stewart (1975) suggest that due to 
cultural stereotypes that define women as submissive, women should be expected to use 
less intense language than men.  When a woman uses highly intense language, they 
claimed, her unexpected and unconventional behavior should cause a ‘boomerang effect’ 
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with the receivers’ attitude changing in the opposite direction of what the sources 
advocates.  Men, on the other hand, who are expected to be strong, should be more 
persuasive using high intensity than low intensity language.  Specifically, they 
hypothesized that “there will be an interaction between language intensity and sex of the 
source such that a female source will be more effective with low-intense language and a 
male will be least effective with low-intense language” (p. 245).  As predicted, after 
reading a message from a female source, participants showed more attitude change when 
the message was composed in low-intensity language than when high-intensity language 
was used.  For the male source, the effect was reversed but did not reach statistical 
significance.
In another study, Burgoon et al. (1991) used LET to explain how linguistic 
strategies used by physicians affect patient compliance, satisfaction, and their perception 
of the physician.  As a first step, they assessed participants expectation toward the verbal 
behavior of male and female doctors.  Participants attributed nonaggressive verbal 
strategies to female physicians; aggressive strategies, on the other hand, were more 
expected of male physicians.  The nonaggressive messages expressed concern and 
stressed commonality of goals (“We both want you to get better, so please change your 
eating habits, O.K.?”); moderately aggressive messages used simple directives, 
justification for action, and negative self-esteem (“If you don’t change your eating habits, 
you will have failed to do your part to get better”); highly aggressive messages stressed 
needed actions and included commands as well as negative expertise using threats (“If 
you don’t change your eating habits, I know from treating similar cases that you are 
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likely to get much worse”); and extremely aggressive messages used threats, highly 
intense fear appeals, and opinionated rejection statements (“Only a fool wouldn’t change 
their eating habits) (pp. 190-191).
For female physicians, they discovered a linear trend such that as verbal 
aggressiveness increased, patient compliance decreased and the physicians were 
perceived more and more negatively.  Male physicians were evaluated positively and 
compliance was high both when nonaggressive and highly aggressive messages were 
used; evaluations were more negative and compliance lower in the moderately aggressive 
and the extremely aggressive condition.  Patient satisfaction was highest with male 
doctors who used nonaggressive strategies, but it was also high for men using highly 
aggressive messages.  For female physicians, every deviation from nonaggressive 
compliance gaining strategies reduced satisfaction.  According to the authors, these 
findings confirm LET’s assumption that women’s ‘band width’ of socially accepted 
behavior is more narrow than men’s: 
Females, if they are to be successful in persuasion attempts, are restricted to the 
use of low-intensity or nonaggressive communication strategies . . . although 
societal norms still place a premium on more aggressive communication styles by 
males, males have the freedom to be either aggressive or affiliative in their 
communication style and remain effective persuaders.  (Burgoon et al., 1991, p. 
200)
Comparable results are reported by Klingle and Burgoon (1995) who assessed the 
effectiveness of communication strategies designed to improve patient adherence to 
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physician advice.  Testing patients’ evaluations of positive, neutral, and negative regard 
strategies (strategies varying in the degree to which they communicate approval), they 
detected a gender-strategy effectiveness interaction similar to the one in Burgoon et al.’s 
study (1991): male physicians were effective regardless of whether they used positive or 
negative regard strategies, but female physicians were limited to using positive regard 
strategies.  In particular, negative regard strategies were seen as more appropriate when 
used by men than when used by women.  Also, the patients’ satisfaction with was highest 
and their evaluation of the physician was most favorable when positive regard strategies 
were used.  However, satisfaction with and the perception of male doctors were equally 
high in the neutral and negative regard conditions, whereas satisfaction with the female 
doctors and their evaluation decreased with the use of more negative strategies.  Finally, 
both male and female doctors were most persuasive in the positive regard condition but 
women lost their persuasive power with the use of neutral or negative verbal strategies, 
while the male doctors were more persuasive in the negative than in the neutral condition.
Verbal Aggressiveness and Persuasion
Concept and definition of verbal aggressiveness.  A large body of research 
published by D. A. Infante and his many associates (e.g., Infante, 1987; Infante et al., 
1994; Infante & Rancer, 1996; Infante, Rancer, & Jordan, 1996; Infante, Riddle, Horvath, 
& Tumlin, 1992; Infante & Wigley, 1986) defines verbal aggressiveness as any message 
“attacking the self-concept of another person instead of, or in addition to, the person’s 
position on a topic of communication” (Infante & Wigley, 1986, p. 61).  The goal of 
verbal aggressiveness is to “inflict psychological pain, such as humiliation, 
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embarrassment, depression, and other negative feelings about self” (Infante & Rancer, 
1996, p. 323).  Aggressive messages can target character, competence, background, and 
physical appearance of another individual; they can also occur as ridicule, threats, 
profanity, maledictions, and teasing (Infante & Rancer, 1996).
A model of aggressive communication designed by Infante (1987) classifies 
verbal aggressiveness as one of two forms of destructive aggressive communication, the 
other one being hostility (the disposition to express irritability, negativity, resentment, and 
suspicion).  It also distinguishes it from two traits of constructive aggressive 
communication, assertiveness (being dominant, ascendant, and forceful) and 
argumentativeness (attacking other people’s positions on controversial issues).  
Research on the impact of verbal aggressiveness on persuasion.  Research has 
observed that the use of verbal aggressiveness inhibits persuasive effectiveness because 
its “social inappropriateness and potentially destructive consequences” (Infante et al., 
1992, p. 184) make the source of the message appear less credible:
The thinking here is that verbal aggression is destructive communication in that it 
attacks a person’s self-concept in order to hurt the person psychologically.  This 
type of message behavior is concerned with the person rather than with the issue 
supposedly being discussed.  Observers should perceive such a lack of issue-
related communication unfavorably in terms of the competence dimension of 
credibility.  Moreover, attacking people in order to hurt should have a negative 
effect on the trustworthiness dimension of credibility, as such behavior may be 
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viewed as an indication of undesirable character traits.  (as cited in Infante & 
Rancer, 1996, p. 341f)
Studies confirm the negative effect of verbal aggressiveness on the evaluation of 
the source for televised interviews (Downs, Kaid, & Ragan, 1990), interpersonal disputes 
(Infante et al., 1992; Jordan-Jackson et al., 2008), and instructor-student communication 
in the classroom (Edwards & Myers, 2007).  Downs et al. (1990) measured viewers’ 
perception of argumentativeness, verbal aggressiveness, and communicator image for a 
televised news interview between George H. W. Bush and Dan Rather.  They found that 
Bush’s use of verbal aggressiveness negatively affected his image: he appeared less 
qualified, less sophisticated, less honest, less friendly, less sincere, less strong, and less 
active.  Rather’s image, however, was mostly enhanced by verbal aggressiveness, as he 
was seen as more qualified, more sophisticated, more friendly, more sincere, and less 
calm.  The reverse effect for the two speakers might be due to the fact that Bush was 
perceived to be the initiator of the verbal aggressiveness, and Rather as the target and 
reciprocator.  Considering the limited scope of the study and the special circumstances 
surrounding the interview and the interlocutors’ different roles (Bush being a politician 
and Rather a journalist), it is unlikely that the findings of Downs et al. can be generalized; 
however, they confirm Infante and Rancer’s (1996) claim that verbal aggressiveness does 
affect perceptions of competence (here: qualification) and trustworthiness (here: honesty, 
sincerity) dimensions of credibility.
In an experiment conducted by Infante et al. (1992), verbal aggressiveness had a 
mostly negative influence on speaker ratings.  Individuals arguing on a controversial 
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topic were seen as less credible and less competent when they initiated verbal 
aggressiveness.  The more verbal aggressiveness was used, the less favorable the ratings.  
Results were mixed for the targets of the verbal attacks.  In general, they were rated more 
positively than the initiators and even credited with more valid arguments when returning 
the attack; but reciprocators nevertheless received less favorable character ratings than 
the speakers in the control condition (in which no verbal aggressiveness was used).
The detrimental effect of verbal aggressiveness was confirmed by Edwards and 
Myers (2007).  They investigated how an instructor’s use of verbal aggressiveness and 
argumentativeness influenced students’ perception of his or her credibility and found that 
the instructor who demonstrated high argumentativeness but low verbal aggressiveness 
was rated more favorably in terms of competence, character, and caring, than the 
instructors who showed high verbal aggressiveness and low argumentativeness, high for 
both, or low for both.  The authors conclude that “any form of verbal aggressiveness on 
the instructor’s part creates lower levels of character and caring despite the instructor’s 
argumentativeness” (p. 51).
In addition to the finding that verbal aggressiveness negatively influences 
perceptions of its sources, research has also shown that its effect depends on whether the 
source is male or female.  Jordan-Jackson et al. (2008) investigated perceptions of 
argumentative and verbally aggressive conduct in interpersonal disputes for male and 
female dyads.  Although both the male and the female disputes were identical—words 
and nonverbal symbols were the same—ratings of the female dyad were more negative.  
The behavior of the female dyad was perceived as less appropriate than that of the male, 
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the perceived degree of expertise in managing the dispute was lower, and the relational 
effect of the conflict was seen as more negative.  The authors interpret their results as 
supporting the idea that sex-role stereotypes in America are very persistent.  Even 
though men and women may not actually differ on aggressiveness in a particular 
situation, they may be perceived and evaluated differently because of the cultural 
belief that men are usually more aggressive.  When cultural stereotypes are 
violated, negative consequences may result.  (p. 253)
Jordan-Jackson et al.’s (2008) findings and interpretation are consistent with 
LET’s assumption that women are unlikely to be successful using aggressive persuasion 
strategies because by doing so, they violate social expectations about appropriate gender-
specific conduct and men do not.
Party Identification and Persuasion
Concept and definition of party identification.  Party identification, a 
frequently used concept in political science, was developed by Campbell, Gurin, and 
Miller and first published in their 1954 work The Voter Decides (cf. Campbell, Converse, 
Miller, & Stokes, 1960).  Campbell et al. (1954) assume that “many people [in the U.S.] 
associate themselves psychologically with one or the other of the parties, and that this 
identification has predictable relationships with their perceptions, evaluations, and 
actions” (p. 90).  Party identification can but does not have to result in formal 
membership, it often remains as little as “the perception of oneself as attached” (p. 91) to 
one political party but nevertheless significantly influences political behavior, e.g., voting 
decisions, donations, or volunteering. 
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Campbell et al. (1954) hinted at the possibility that party identification not only 
alters behavior, but also perceptions.  Similarly, persuasion researchers have pointed out 
that party identification can influence the processing of a persuasive message because it 
affects perceptions of source credibility when the source is affiliated with a political party 
(Ziegler & Diehl, 2003).  The heuristic-systematic model provides a theoretical account 
for how such biased processing of persuasive information occurs.
The Heuristic-Systematic Model of Information Processing.  The Heuristic-
Systematic Model of Information Processing (HSM) (Chaiken, 1980; Bohner, 
Moskowitz, & Chaiken, 1995; Chen & Chaiken, 1999; Todorov, Chaiken, & Henderson, 
2002), suggests that humans process information in two different modes—heuristically or 
systematically—and specifies the conditions under which these modes are triggered.  
Whenever an individual is exposed to a persuasive message and needs to make a 
judgment or form an attitude, he or she can either base it on careful investigation of its 
content or on a more superficial impression, considering only cues unrelated to content, 
such as length or characteristics of its source.  The first, more effortful mode is called 
systematic processing and involves scrutinizing the advocated position and relating this 
information to previous knowledge.  Due to its analytic character, systematic processing 
requires much in cognitive resources, which is why high levels of motivation and ability 
to process the message are needed for it to occur.
In contrast, heuristic processing relies on heuristics, simple decision rules that are 
derived form personal experience.  They do not relate to the content of the persuasive 
message; instead, they associate circumstances surrounding the message (heuristic cues, 
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such as source attractiveness, message length, or reaction of other receivers) with the 
probability that the position it advocates is valid.  For example, the heuristic ‘Experts can 
be trusted’ attributes high credibility to a source and encourages acceptance of the 
message without investigation of the his or her argument.  Heuristic processing is non-
analytic, requires little effort, and therefore occurs when the individual’s ability and 
motivation to process the message are low.  It is also unconscious; that is, individuals are 
unaware of heuristics influencing their judgment.
What role does an individual’s party identification play in the processing of 
persuasive messages? First, an politician’s party affiliation can function as a heuristic cue 
that alters receiver’s perceptions of his or her credibility (cf. Zanna & del Vecchio, 1973).  
Thus, it creates expectations toward the validity of the message (Chaiken, Liberman, & 
Eagly, 1989) and influences its acceptance (Hovland & Weiss, 1952).  What distinguishes 
party affiliation from other cues of source credibility (e.g., academic titles) is that the 
direction of the bias is not the same for all recipients; rather, “recipient differences . . . 
might moderate the direction of bias in the case of different source descriptions” (Ziegler 
& Diehl, 2003, p. 625).  That is, an individual who identifies with the Democratic Party is 
more likely to perceive a Democratic politician as credible and also therefore more likely 
to accept the politician’s message than he or she would be if the message came from a 
politician affiliated with another party (cf. Ziegler & Diehl, 2003).  Second, even when 
the receiver’s motivation to engage in systematic processing is high, his or her preference 
for (or dislike of) the source’s party affiliation can under certain circumstances influence 
his or her elaborations on the message.  The HSM accounts for such instances with its 
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bias hypothesis, which states that heuristic cues can bias systematic processing when 
judgment-relevant information is ambiguous or no such information is provided (Chen & 
Chaiken, 1999).
Research on the impact of political preferences on persuasion.  Although I am 
unaware of persuasion research investigating the impact of party identification as defined 
by Campbell, Gurin, and Miller (1954), some studies concentrate on a related factor, 
namely the preference for a political candidate.  Ziegler and Diehl (2003) designed an 
experiment to test the assumptions of HSM’s bias hypothesis.  They presented 
participants with persuasive messages, which they attributed to one of the two candidates 
running for Chancellor in the 2002 German national election (Bundestagswahl), Gerhard 
Schröder and Edmund Stoiber.  Three message conditions were created: one using highly 
persuasive arguments (unambiguously strong condition), one using unpersuasive 
arguments (unambiguously weak condition), and one using moderately persuasive 
arguments (ambiguous condition).  Following the bias hypothesis, the authors predicted 
that in the ambiguous condition, participant’s preference for a candidate would determine 
their agreement with and perception of the message.  As hypothesized, when moderately 
persuasive arguments were presented, the participants’ ratings were contingent on the 
combination of their preference and the actual source: agreement with each candidate was 
higher and his arguments were rated more favorably among his supporters than among 
recipients preferring the other candidate.  Also, the valence of message-related thoughts 
generated by the participants was more positive among supporters of the source than 
among non-supporters.
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Munro et al. (2006) found evidence for biased message processing even in a 
‘natural’ situation where they could not create a distinctly ambiguous message.  
Participants watched and evaluated the first 1996 Presidential debate between Bill 
Clinton and Bob Dole.  Beforehand, they were asked to indicate their preference for one 
or the other candidate.  It was found that participants were more likely to perceive their 
preferred candidate as the winner and also showed a stronger tendency than non-
supporters to rate him as convincing and consider his arguments strong.  Also, individuals 
in support for Dole were more likely to believe that the debate had reinforced their 
positive attitude toward Dole, although candidate preference had no significant effect on 
actual attitude change.
Summary and Research Goals
In summary, the research reported in this chapter supports the conclusion that 
individuals hold different expectations toward the verbal behavior of men and women, 
particularly their use of aggressive persuasive strategies.  Such expectations result from 
culturally-defined stereotypes, according to which men are typically more aggressive 
than women.  When verbal aggressiveness is used in a communication context, it makes 
the source of the message appear less credible and the message is perceived more 
negatively.  For female communicators, this effect is more severe because by being 
verbally aggressive, women violate expectations toward gender-appropriate behavior.
Does verbal aggressiveness have the same effect in political speeches, and if yes, 
do female politicians elicit more negative reactions than their male counterparts by 
showing verbally aggressive behavior in their speeches? Considering that attack 
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messages are a popular and supposedly effective communication strategy in political 
campaigning and women increasingly compete for political office, these questions are 
worth investigating.  In addition, an individual’s party identification should be considered 
as a factor because it has been shown to moderate the processing of political messages.  
Many Americans are psychologically attached to one political party, which causes their 
impressions of politicians and their messages to be biased in favor of this party.  
Specifically, when a politician is affiliated with the political party an individual prefers, 
the individual perceives him or her as more credible and is more willing to accept his or 
her messages.  
Three experimental studies were designed to reveal the impact of three 
independent variables on the perception of speakers and messages in political speeches: 
1) verbal aggressiveness, 2) speaker gender, and 3) a party-identification based bias in 
favor of or against the party with which the speaker is affiliated.  The first experiment 
compares aggressive and nonaggressive speech texts and examines if and how the 
presence of attack messages affects individuals’ agreement with the message, their 
impression of the speaker’s credibility, and their perception of the appropriateness of the 
speaker’s communicative behavior.  Experiment 2 adds gender as a second independent 
variable and tests for a gender-verbal aggressiveness interaction, in other words, 
investigates if the use of verbal aggressiveness affects the ratings of female speakers and 
their messages differently that those of male politicians.  The third experiment 
manipulates the speaker’s party affiliation in addition to verbal aggressiveness and 
gender.  Its goal is to reveal if an individual’s perceptions of a politician and his or her 
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message are more favorable when he or she is affiliated with the political party to which 




Research (Downs et al., 1990; Edwards & Myers, 2007; Infante et al., 1992; 
Jordan-Jackson et al., 2008) has revealed that when verbal aggressiveness is used in a 
message, it impairs perceptions of its source and of the message itself.  The first 
experiment was designed to reveal if verbal aggressiveness has the same effect in 
political speeches; specifically, if it negatively affects receiver’s agreement with the 
message, credibility ratings of the politician, and the perceived appropriateness of the 
politicians’ communication behavior.  It was predicted that:
H1: Message agreement, perceived speaker credibility and perceived 
communicative appropriateness are lower when verbal aggressiveness is used 
than when no verbal aggressiveness is used.
Method
The hypothesis was tested by means of an online experiment using a one-way 
repeated-measures design.  It involved participants being exposed to a series of passages 
from political speeches, in half of which verbal aggressiveness was present (experimental 
condition) and in the other half of which it was not present (control condition).
Participants and procedure.  Thirty-four individuals, 21 men and 12 women 
between 20 and 60 years old (M = 32.74, SD = 11.80), participated in the experiment.  
Participants were recruited through Mechanical Turk, an online platform that allows its 
users to create tasks for which they require large numbers of participants (‘workers’).1 On 
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1 http://www.mturk.com/
this website, two ‘Human Intelligence Tasks’ (HITs) were created, offering subjects 50¢ 
as reward for participation.  After selecting the HIT, participants were directed to a page 
that informed them about the purpose of the study, provided an informed consent form, 
and included a link to an online questionnaire.  The HIT page (see Appendix C) stated 
that the goal of the study was to learn about “how people form opinions about politicians 
based on what they say and how they say it” and that it involved reading passages from 
political speeches and reporting opinions about them.  Subjects were informed that by 
participating, they would declare that they had understood the risks and benefits of the 
study.  Also, the page stated that the study was composed of several parts and that each 
individual could only participate once.  The link to the online questionnaire was provided 
on the bottom of the page, along with a text box.  After following the link, participants 
read eight short passages from political speeches in random order and completed a set of 
questions about each of them.  The questionnaire for the first group included messages 
1-4 in the nonaggressive condition and messages 5-8 in the aggressive condition; the 
questionnaire for the second group presented the same messages in the opposite condition 
(see Table 1).  As every subject rated eight messages, the total of observations was 272.  
The mean time participants took to complete the questionnaire was 12 minutes and six 
seconds (SD = 06:09).
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Table 1
Message Conditions in Groups 1 and 2
Message 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Group 1
(n = 18)
A A A A NA NA NA NA
Group 2
(n = 16)
NA NA NA NA A A A A
Note. A = aggressive, NA = nonaggressive.
At the end, participants were asked to define a password that they both entered 
into the online questionnaire and into the text box on the HIT page for confirmation of 
pay.  The password was later used to identify Mechanical Turk workers in the data file.  
Instances in which an individual had completed both questionnaires were detected by 
means of his or her IP address.  This was only the case for a very small number of 
subjects.  These workers were only compensated for their first participation.  Their 
second responses were deleted from the data set, as exposure to both conditions of one 
message was assumed to distort the findings.  Responses from individuals who 
participated both in experiment 1 and the manipulation check were also eliminated.
Materials.  I selected 12 short passages from speeches given in committee 
meetings of the U.S. House of Representatives and televised debates between candidates 
running for Congress, governor, or mayor in different states and cities.  Passages were 
chosen according to the following criteria: (a) they had to address another person (this 
was necessary to allow for the insertion of aggressiveness), (b) they had to cover 
uncontroversial topics (to minimize the chance that participants would be highly 
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opinionated about them and give biased responses), and (c) they had to be coherent even 
after being shortened to three to four sentences.  To create the aggressive versions, one 
character attack and one competence attack were inserted into each text.  This 
operationalization is consistent with Infante and Rancer’s (1996) definition of verbal 
aggressiveness, according to which it can target—among other things—character and 
competence of another individual.  Character attacks involved accusations of dishonesty, 
selfishness, and hypocrisy, such as speaking of the other person being ‘insincere’ or 
‘misleading the voters.’ Competence attacks referred to the other person as having poor 
management or leadership skills, being uninformed, or being an ‘amateur.’ Table 2 
illustrates the aggressive-nonaggressive manipulation in message 1. 
For each text, a brief introductory statement (one or two sentences) was written, 
attributing the words to a U.S. representative and informing participants that the speech 
had been given during a House committee meeting or a televised debate.  A random last 
name was provided, along with a first name initial.  Gender and party affiliation of the 




Comparison of Aggressive and Nonaggressive Message Versions (Message 1)
Message Version Nonaggressive Aggressive
Introductory 
Sentences
The following was taken from a comment made by Representative J. Kirkpatrick 
during a meeting of the House Rules Committee.  Kirkpatrick said to another 
representative:
Speech Text “This is all backwards.  We should 
do hearings first and then figure out 
what makes sense, and then do the 
legislation.  What we are doing is 
we’re doing legislation and then 
maybe hearings, maybe not, and 
then we’re not even given an 
alternative.  It just strikes me as 
unbelievable that after all we heard 
about openness and full discussion, 
that we are rushing this to the floor 
in an emergency Rules Committee 
meeting and we’re all agreeing it 
should be a closed process, so 
where’s the openness and where’s 
the discussion?”
“You obviously don’t know what you are 
doing [competence attack] because this is 
all backwards.  We should do hearings first 
and then figure out what makes sense, and 
then do the legislation.  What we are doing 
is we’re doing legislation and then maybe 
hearings, maybe not, and then we’re not 
even given an alternative.  It just strikes me 
as unbelievable and hypocritical [character 
attack] that after all we heard about 
openness and full discussion, that we are 
rushing this to the floor in an emergency 
Rules Committee meeting and we’re all 
agreeing it should be a closed process, so 
where’s the openness and where’s the 
discussion?”
Pre-study manipulation check.  After creating 12 messages, a pre-study 
manipulation check was conducted to test the efficacy of the aggressive-nonaggressive 
manipulation.  Twenty-two subjects (6 women and 16 men) recruited through Mechanical 
Turk participated in return for a reward of 50¢.  They were between 19 and 50 years old 
with a mean age of 31.27 years (SD = 9.74).  Each participant read and evaluated 12 
messages in random order, 6 of which contained elements of verbal aggressiveness.  One 
group of participants (n = 12) rated messages 1-6 in the aggressive condition and 
messages 7-12 in the nonaggressive condition, the other group (n = 10) rated each 
message in the opposite condition.  Thus, 264 observations were generated.  Subjects 
took on average 10 minutes and 18 seconds (SD = 05:54) to complete the questionnaire.
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The questionnaire (see Appendix D) included four 6-point Likert scales designed 
to measure the perceived degree of verbal aggressiveness.  First, participants were asked 
how aggressive in general they found the speaker (endpoints labeled ‘very aggressive’ 
and ‘not at all aggressive’); next, they were asked to indicate the extent to which they 
agreed or disagreed with three statements (endpoints labeled ‘I completely agree’ to ‘I 
completely disagree’).  The statements were as follows: 1. The speaker attacked the other 
person’s character; 2. The speaker attacked the other person’s competence; 3. The speaker 
insulted the other person.  Coefficient alpha for this measure was .79.
Mean variables were computed for these four items and submitted to independent 
t-tests to compare the perception of aggressiveness in aggressive and nonaggressive 
conditions.  The results indicate that the overall manipulation was effective for all 
messages except for messages 2, 6, and 12.  A more detailed analysis (see Appendix D, 
Tables 1) showed that character attacks were perceived when the speaker referred to the 
other person as being ‘hypocritical’ (message 1), ‘deceitful’ (message 2), ‘stabbing voters 
in the back’ (message 3), being more interested in his or her campaign than in solving 
problems (message 4), or pursuing a ‘selfish agenda.’ However, perceptions of character 
attacks did not differ between aggressive and nonaggressive conditions when the other 
person was accused of ‘misleading the voters’ (message 6), being ‘insincere’ (message 7), 
‘irresponsible and reckless’ (message 8), lacking integrity (message 9), attempting 
‘disingenuous distractions’ (message 10), not keeping promises (message 11), and 
showing ‘unethical’ behavior (message 12).  
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Competence attacks were perceived when the speaker claimed that the other 
person did not know what he/she were doing (message 1), was ‘terribly 
uninformed’ (message 2), lacked leadership skills (message 4), and was incompetent 
(message 7).  However, participants saw no competence attack was when the speaker 
accused the other person of not understanding his or her job (message 3), acting in a 
‘foolish’ way (message 5), not having done his or her homework (message 6), possessing 
no fiscal management skills (message 8), having no idea what he/she is talking about 
(message 9), showing ‘miserable crisis management’ (message 10), having ‘no 
experience’ (message 11), and being confused about his or her responsibilities (message 
12).
After reviewing the content of all texts, messages 3, 6, 11, and 12 were eliminated 
from the set of materials.  For the remaining texts, all character and competence attacks 
that did not significantly alter participants’ perceptions were rewritten to be more explicit.  
For instance, instead of alluding to dishonesty by mentioning ‘disingenuous 
distractions’ (message 10), a more straightforward ‘you’re not trustworthy’ was inserted 
into the text.  In some cases, ineffective character and competence attacks were replaced 
by effective ones; e.g., the effective character attack ‘stabbing your voters in the back’ 
was incorporated into message 6 after message 3 had been eliminated.  In the final 
selection of texts, the nonaggressive versions were between 87 and 103 words long (M = 
94.2, SD = 4.8); the aggressive versions between 101 and 124 (M = 107.6, SD = 7.6).  
The mean difference in length between aggressive and nonaggressive versions was 13.4 
words (SD = 8.1) (the final selection of materials is included in Appendix B).
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Dependent measures questionnaire.  The questionnaire (see Appendix D) was 
identical for all messages and consisted of several parts that were designed to measure (a) 
agreement with the message, (b) perceptions of speaker credibility, (c) perceptions of 
communicative appropriateness, and (d) perceptions of verbal aggressiveness.  First, 
participants indicated on a 6-point Likert scale how much they agreed or disagreed with 
the message delivered by the politician (endpoints labeled ‘I completely agree’ and ‘I 
completely disagree’).  To assess perceptions of speaker credibility, subjects were 
presented 6-point semantic differential scales that measured four dimensions of 
credibility (cf. McCroskey & Teven, 1999; O’Keefe, 2002); those were ‘trustworthy—not 
trustworthy,’ ‘knowledgeable—not knowledgeable,’ ‘competent—incompetent,’ and 
‘likable—not likable.’ Another set of 6-point semantic differential scales—similar to 
those used by Jordan-Jackson et al. (2008)—was included to measure perceptions of the 
appropriateness of the politicians’ communicative behavior (‘tactful—rude,’ ‘appropriate
—inappropriate,’ ‘proper—improper,’ ‘suitable—unsuitable,’ ‘comfortable—
uncomfortable,’ ‘correct—incorrect’).  Finally, using two 6-point Likert scales, 
participants also rated the speaker’s aggressiveness (endpoints labeled ‘very aggressive’ 
and ‘not at all aggressive’) and the extent to which the politicians had attacked the person 
he or she was addressing (endpoints labeled ‘to a great extent’ and ‘not at all’).  These 
two scales were included to reveal if the aggressive-nonaggressive manipulation in the 
final materials was effective.  All three measures were found to be reliable: coefficients 
alpha were .93 for credibility, .91 for appropriateness, and .81 for aggressiveness.  At the 
end of the questionnaire, participants provided their demographics (sex, age, level of 
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education) and party identification.  To measure party identification, participants were 
asked to indicate on two 6-point scales how close they felt to the Democratic and the 
Republican party (very close—not at all close) (cf. Weisberg, 1980).
Results
The primary goal of experiment 1 was to investigate if verbal aggressiveness used 
in political speeches negatively affects receivers’ agreement with the message, credibility 
ratings of the politician, and the perceived appropriateness of the politicians’ 
communicative behavior.  To test the impact of verbal aggressiveness on these constructs, 
composite variables were created by computing the means for the four items measuring 
credibility and the six items assessing message appropriateness.  Another mean variable 
was computed for the two items measuring perceived aggressiveness.
A post-study manipulation check was conducted as an additional assessment of 
the aggressive-nonaggressive manipulation.  One-way repeated-measures ANOVAs 
revealed that the degree of perceived aggressiveness for the politicians was higher in the 
aggressive condition than in the nonaggressive condition.  This effect was significant and 
large (for the interpretation of effect sizes in ANOVAs cf. Cohen, 1969) for the overall 
aggressiveness ratings (mean variable), F(1, 33) = 19.501, p < .001, !p" = .371, and both 
of the individual variables, perception of aggressiveness, F(1, 33) = 12.281, p = .001, !p" 
= .271, and perceptions of the degree to which the speaker attacked the other person, 
F(1, 33) = 21.742, p < .001, !p" = .131 (see Appendix E, Table 2 for means and standard 
deviations).  These findings show that the manipulation was successful.
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To test hypothesis 1, the same statistical procedure was performed on agreement 
with the message, mean credibility ratings, mean appropriateness ratings, and each of the 
individual items.  Results showed that verbal aggressiveness did not influence agreement, 
F(1, 33) = .357, p = .554, !p" = .111.  General credibility ratings were not significantly 
affected either, F(1, 33) = 3.191, p = .083, !p" = .088, with the exception that politicians 
who used verbal aggressiveness were perceived as less competent than those who did not 
use verbal aggressiveness, F(1, 33) = 5.010, p = .032, !p" = .132.  However, the findings 
also show a consistent and predominantly strong effect of verbal aggressiveness on the 
ratings of appropriateness, F(1,33) = 12.158, p = .001, !p" = .269; specifically, the 
behavior of politicians using verbal aggressiveness was perceived as less tactful, F(1, 33) 
= 18.352,    p < .001, !p" = .357, less appropriate, F(1,33) = 7.425, p = .010, !p" = .357, 
less proper, F(1,33) = 12.215, p = .001, !p" = .270, less suitable, F(1,33) = 8.679, 
p = .006, !p" = .208, less comfortable, F(1,33) = 12.994, p = .001, !p" = .283, and less 
correct, F(1,33) = 4.264, p = .047, !p" = .131.  All things considered, hypothesis 1 was 
partially confirmed: verbal aggressiveness negatively affected ratings of appropriateness 
but did not impact agreement and perceptions of credibility (for all means, standard 




Experiment 1 confirmed the assumed negative impact of verbal aggressiveness 
only for appropriateness and competence ratings; for agreement and most credibility 
ratings, the effect was not statistically significant.  As this may have been a result of the 
small number of cases, it seemed useful to re-test hypothesis 1 with a larger group of 
participants.  Like in experiment 1, in experiment 2, it was predicted that:
H1: Message agreement, perceived speaker credibility and perceived 
communicative appropriateness are lower when verbal aggressiveness is used 
than when no verbal aggressiveness is used.
The primary interest of this second experiment, however, was to replicate 
previous findings according to which perceptions of verbal aggressiveness, or related 
persuasive strategies classified as ‘aggressive,’ are contingent depending on whether the 
source of the aggressive message is male or female.  Studies (Burgoon & Stewart, 1975; 
Burgoon et al., 1991; Jordan-Jackson et al., 2008; Klingle & Burgoon, 1995) have shown 
that verbally aggressive behavior is judged more negatively when displayed by women 
compared to men.  To account for this phenomenon, it has been suggested that by being 
verbally aggressive, women violate notions of femininity, leading receivers to overreact 
to the aggressiveness that is exhibited and overestimating its extent (Costrich et al., 1975; 
Infante et al., 1996).  In line with these findings, one additional hypothesis is proposed 
for the effects of verbal aggressiveness in political speeches:
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H2: There is an interaction between politician gender and verbal aggressiveness 
such that among female politicians, the negative effect of verbal aggressiveness 
on agreement and credibility as well as on appropriateness and aggressiveness 
perceptions is stronger than among male politicians.
Method
Experiment 2 was implemented using a method very similar to that of experiment 
1; however, small adjustments had to be made to materials and questionnaires because of 
one additional manipulation: the study was expanded to include politician gender as a 
second independent variable, resulting in a 2 (aggressive—nonaggressive) x 2 (male—
female) repeated measures design with four message conditions: female/nonaggressive, 
male/nonaggressive, female/aggressive, and male/aggressive.
Participants and procedure.  Sixty-three subjects, 38 males and 25 females, 
were recruited and compensated with 50¢ through Mechanical Turk.  They were between 
18 and 56 years old, with a mean age of 31.27 (SD = 10.28).  Every participant rated all 
eight messages (two per condition) in random order, leading to a total of 604 observations 
(126 per condition).  Four different online questionnaires were created, presenting each 
message in every possible condition to different participants (see Table 3).  Completion of 
the questionnaire took on average 12 minutes and 21 seconds (SD = 7:00).  Like in 
experiment 1, responses from individuals who had already participated in different part of 
the study were deleted.
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Table 3
Message Conditions in Groups 1-4
Message 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Group 1
(n = 16)
A/F A/F A/M A/M NA/F NA/F NA/M NA/M
Group 2
(n = 15)
A/M A/M A/F A/F NA/M NA/M NA/F NA/F
Group 3
(n = 15)
NA/F NA/F NA/M NA/M A/F A/F A/M A/M
Group 4
(n = 17)
NA/M NA/M NA/F NA/F A/M A/M A/F A/F
Note: A = aggressive, NA = nonaggressive; F = female, M = male.
Materials and questionnaire.  The same speech texts as in experiment 1 were 
used; however, each introductory statement was rewritten to attribute it to a male or 
female speaker.   Gender was indicated by (a) referring to the speaker as ‘Congressman’ 
or ‘Congresswoman’ (as compared to ‘Representative’ in experiment 1), (b) providing a 
male or female first name (instead of an initial, as done in experiment 1), and (c) inserting 
one personal pronoun (‘he’ or ‘she,’ ‘his’ or ‘her’) where, in experiment 1, the last name 
was used (see Table 4 for a direct comparison of how the introductory sentences were 
transformed; see Appendix B for all context descriptions used in experiment 2). 
The dependent measures were the same as in experiment 1.  Small changes were 
made to make the gender of the politician more salient throughout the questionnaire; e.g., 
‘he’ or ‘she’ was inserted where the questions in experiment 1 mentioned ‘the 
speaker’ (see Appendix D).
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Table 4
Comparison of Introductory Statements in Experiments 1 and 2 (Message 1)
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
The following was taken from a comment made 
by 
The following was taken from a comment made 
by 
Representative ! Congressman/Congresswoman 
J. ! John/Jane
Kirkpatrick during a meeting of the House 
Rules Committee. 
Kirkpatrick during a meeting of the House 
Rules Committee. 
Kirkpatrick ! He/she 
said to another representative: said to another representative:
Coefficients alpha were .87 for the items measuring credibility, .91 for the 
appropriateness ratings, and .81 for the aggressiveness measurement.
Results
To test the hypotheses, two (degree of verbal aggressiveness) x two (gender) 
repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on all dependent measures, including the 
mean variables that had been calculated for credibility, appropriateness, and perceived 
aggressiveness.  As in experiment 1, the use of verbal aggressiveness did not affect 
agreement with the message, F(1, 62) = 3.113, p = .083, !p" = .048, but there was a strong 
and significant main effect for verbal aggressiveness on the mean ratings of 
appropriateness, F(1, 62) = 32.614, p < .001, !p" = .345, as well as an at least medium-
sized significant effect on every single item in the appropriateness construct, all               
F ! 10.281, p " .002, !p" ! .142.  This main effect was also significant for the perception 
of credibility, F(1, 62) = 5.849, p = .019, !p" = .086, which had not been the case in 
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experiment 1 and is probably due to the larger number of observations.  Specifically, 
verbal aggressiveness made the politicians appear less knowledgeable, F(1, 63) = 4.192, 
p = .045, !p" = .063, and less likable, F(1, 62) = 6.179, p .016, !p" = .092.  For the ratings 
of trustworthiness (F(1, 62) = 468, p = .067, !p" = .053) and competence (F(1, 62) = 
3.163, p = .08, !p" = .092), the effect almost reached statistical significance.  Also, 
participants’ perception of verbal aggressiveness was higher in the aggressive than in the 
nonaggressive condition, F(1, 62) = 94.333, p < .001, !p" = .603, confirming the efficacy 
of the experimental manipulation (for all statistical test results, means, and standard 
deviations, see Appendix E, Tables 4 and 5).
The gender main effects were nonsignificant, all F " 2.882, p ! .095, !p" " .044 
(see Appendix E, Tables 6 and 7).  However, as hypothesized, there was a significant 
gender-verbal aggressiveness interaction for the perception of aggressiveness, F(1, 62) = 
4.313, p = .042, !p" = .065, and the suitability of the communication behavior exhibited, 
F(1, 62) = 3.236, p = .007, !p" = .050.  As visible in Figure 2, the male politicians were 
perceived as less aggressive than the female politicians and their behavior as more 
suitable in the nonaggressive condition, whereas in the aggressive condition, this effect 
had either disappeared or was slightly reversed (see Appendix E, Tables 8 and 9 for 
details on all interactions).
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Figure 1. Perceived Suitability and Aggressiveness for Male and Female Politicians in 
Aggressive and Nonaggressive Conditions
Nonaggressive Condition Aggressive Condition
Perceptions of Suitability
Female Speakers Male Speakers
Nonaggressive Condition Aggressive Condition
Perceptions of General Aggressiveness











Although these interactions did not look as predicted—it was hypothesized that 
the negative effect of verbal aggressiveness would be stronger for women but was, in 
fact, weaker—they nevertheless seem to confirm the underlying assumption that men and 
women are subject to different standards when it comes to judging aggressive behavior.  
While the finding that women were judged more negatively even without using verbal 
aggressiveness is noticeable and invites further investigation, it must also be treated with 
caution, given that only two relatively unrelated items of the numerous dependent 
measures showed an interaction effect that was significant on the .05-level.  Also, the 
effect sizes were relatively small, with the interaction accounting for or only five, 
respectively seven percent of the variation in the dependent measures.  
Considering the possibility that with increased statistical power, more interactions 
could have been significant, it seems worthwhile investigating those effects that came 
close.  Interactions affecting ratings of credibility, rudeness, and both items measuring 
perceived aggressiveness almost reached statistical significance (p < .1).  This pattern 
suggests a conclusion that is consistent with previous research, namely that perceptions 
of the presence or absence of aggressiveness are contingent on speaker gender.  




Goals, Hypothesis, and Research Question
Experiments 1 and 2 focused on the effects verbal aggressiveness and then the 
combination of verbal aggressiveness with gender.  Their results have shown that the use 
of verbal aggressiveness in a political speech makes the speaker appear less credible and 
his or her behavior be perceived as less appropriate.  Also, perceptions of the degree of 
verbal aggressiveness used seem to depend on whether the speaker is male or female.
The goal of experiment 3 is to investigate the impact of another factor that is 
crucial in political communication: the receivers’ identification with or general preference 
for a political party.  Any study designed to assess the effects of political messages—at 
least those in the U.S.—should consider party identification as a moderating factor, as 
most Americans are psychologically attached to one political party (Gallup, 2011) and 
such attachments have the potential of affecting perceptions of messages and their 
sources (Munro et al., 2006; Zanna & del Vecchio, 1973; Ziegler & Diehl, 2003).  
The heuristic systematic model of information processing provides an explanation 
for how an individual’s party identification can influence the persuasive process.  When 
motivation to process the information at hand is low, a source’s political affiliation serves 
as a heuristic cue, enhancing perceived credibility for sources that are affiliated with the 
party the receiver prefers, and reducing credibility for sources affiliated with a party the 
receiver dislikes.  Even when motivation is high, the combination of the receiver’s 
preference for a political party and the source’s affiliation to one party can bias the 
processing of the message when judgment-relevant information is ambiguous or not 
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available.  Studies testing the bias hypothesis for the political communication context 
(Munro et al., 2006; Ziegler & Diehl, 2003) have found that individuals tend to be more 
persuaded by politicians they prefer and rate their communication performance more 
favorably.  It appears reasonable to assume that not only preference for a specific 
candidate would have such an effect, but also a general preference for a party with which 
a politician is affiliated, even if the politician is unknown to the recipient.  Therefore, it 
was predicted that:
H1: There is a party identification-based bias influencing the processing of 
political messages, such that message agreement, perceived speaker credibility 
and perceived communicative appropriateness are higher and perceived verbal 
aggressiveness is lower when the receiver identifies with the speaker’s party than 
when he or she does not.
It is also imaginable that this bias could interact with verbal aggressiveness and 
politician gender, leading to a variety of possible effects.  For example, the negative 
effect of verbal aggressiveness on an individual’s perception of source and message could 
be reduced when the individual is biased in favor of the source, i.e., likes the party with 
which the source is affiliated.  Another possibility is that beliefs in gender stereotypes 
could vary among supporters of different political parties, causing different reactions to 
women’s use of verbal aggressiveness.  As these potential effects are highly complex and 
there is no theoretical framework including all three factors from which specific 
hypotheses about their interactions could be derived, a general research question is 
proposed:
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RQ1: Does the party identification-based bias interact with verbal aggressiveness, 
gender, or both, such that message agreement and perceptions of speaker 
credibility, communicative appropriateness, and aggressiveness are affected?
Method
In addition to verbal aggressiveness and speaker gender, experiment three added 
the speaker’s party affiliation as a third independent variable, yielding a 2 (aggressive—
nonaggressive) x 2 (male—female) x 2 (Democrat—Republican) repeated measures 
design with eight message conditions: female/nonaggressive/Democrat, female/
nonaggressive/Republican, male/nonaggressive/Democrat, male/nonaggressive/
Republican, female/aggressive/Democrat, female/aggressive/Republican, male/
aggressive/Democrat, and male/aggressive/Republican.  This design, being structurally 
similar to those used in the previous experiments, made it possible to test again for the 
verbal aggressiveness main effect and the gender-verbal aggressiveness interaction that 
were the main focus of studies 1 and 2, with the benefit of a larger number of 
participants.
Participants and procedure.  Eight online questionnaires, including each 




Message Conditions in Groups 1-8
Message 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Group 1
(n = 16)
A/F/D A/F/R A/M/D A/M/R NA/F/D NA/F/R NA/M/D NA/M/R
Group 2
(n = 15)
A/F/R A/F/D A/M/R A/M/D NA/F/R NA/F/D NA/M/R NA/M/D
Group 3
(n = 16)
A/M/D A/M/R A/F/D A/F/R NA/M/D NA/M/R NA/F/D NA/F/R
Group 4
(n = 15)
A/M/R A/M/D A/F/R A/F/D NA/M/R NA/M/D NA/F/R NA/F/D
Group 5
(n = 14)
NA/F/D NA/F/R NA/M/D NA/M/R A/F/D A/F/R A/M/D A/M/R
Group 6
(n = 17)
NA/F/R NA/F/D A/M/R A/M/D A/F/R A/F/D NA/M/R NA/M/D
Group 7
(n = 16)
NA/M/D NA/M/R NA/F/D NA/F/R A/M/D A/M/R A/F/D A/F/R
Group 8
(n = 15)
NA/M/R NA/M/D NA/F/R NA/F/D A/M/R A/M/D A/F/R A/F/D
Note. A = aggressive, NA = nonaggressive; F = female, M = male; D = Democrat, R = Republican.
Like in experiments 1 and 2, participation was rewarded with 50¢ and responses 
from subjects who had already taken part in the study were eliminated.  The total number 
of participants was 124, the number of observations 992 (124 per condition).  Seventy-
four of the participants were men, 50 were women.  They ranged in age from 18 to 81 
with a mean age of 30.5 (SD = 10.7).  The mean time subjects took to complete the 
experiment was 13 minutes and 2 seconds (SD = 9:43).
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Materials and questionnaire.  Stimulus materials were almost identical to those 
used in experiment 2.  The speech texts remained unchanged, and only one small addition 
was made to the introductory sentences to indicate the speaker’s party affiliation: ‘from 
the Democratic Party’ or ‘from the Republican Party’ was inserted after the speaker’s 
name, e.g. ‘The following was taken from a comment made by Congressman John 
Kirkpatrick from the Democratic Party during a meeting of the House Rules 
Committee’ (see Appendix B for all context descriptions).  No changes were made to the 
dependent measures.  Coefficients alpha were .89 for credibility, .91 for appropriateness, 
and .83 for aggressiveness measurements.  
As described above, each participants’ party identification was measured by 
means of two Likert scales, one assessing closeness to the Democrats and the other one 
closeness to the Republicans.  This measurement is consistent with Weisberg (1980) who 
argued that the simple bipolar scales often used to assess party identification (end points 
labeled ‘strong Democrat’ and ‘strong Republican,’ middle point labeled ‘Independent’) 
are not valid because they neglect the possibility that individuals identify with both 
parties.  Instead, they imply a perfect negative relationship between Democratic and 
Republican partisanship; that is, assume that the more someone identifies with the 
Democratic Party, the less he or she identifies with the Republicans.  Following the 
suggestions of Weisberg, this analysis treats identification with the Democratic Party and 
identification with the Republican Party as two distinct factors.  To confirm this 
approach, a bivariate correlation was computed assessing their relationship.  A significant 
negative correlation was found, r = –.289, N = 124, p = .001, indicating that supporters of 
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the Democratic Party tend to not support the Republican Party and vice versa, but the 
correlation was weak, showing that identification with both parties is possible.
Results
Mixed regression models were used to test the impact of the assumed bias and its 
possible interactions with verbal aggressiveness and speaker gender on agreement and 
perceptions of credibility, appropriateness, and aggressiveness.  Participants’ ratings 
regarding their party preference were centered and the speakers’ political affiliation was 
coded 0 for Democratic Party and 1 for Republican Party.  Two-way, three-way, and four-
way interaction terms were formed and simultaneously entered into the regression model 
as fixed factors.  Participant number (1-124) and message number (1-8) were entered as 
random factors.
To test for biased message processing as predicted in hypothesis 1, each 
dependent variable was regressed on two participant party identification-source party 
affiliation interaction terms: identification with the Democratic Party x source party 
affiliation and identification with the Republican Party x source party affiliation.  Biased 
message processing in favor of the Democratic speakers was found for agreement, ratings 
of appropriateness, and ratings of suitability, indicating that individuals who prefer the 
Democratic party agree more with Democratic politicians, b = –.156, t(962) = –2.202, p 
= .028, and tend to rate their behavior as more appropriate, b = –.151, t(968) = –2.051, p 
= .040, and more suitable, b = –.156, t(973) = –2.228, p = .026.  Biased message 
processing in favor of the Republican politicians affected perceptions of knowledge and 
of the degree to which the speaker attacked the other person; that is, a preference for the 
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Republican Party led to higher ratings of knowledge, b = .141, t(956) = 2.016, p = .044, 
and lower perceptions of attacking behavior, b = –.163, t(951) = –2.070, p = .014, when 
the speaker was a Republican, but not when the speaker was a Democrat (see Appendix 
E, Tables 13-19).  In summary, there are some instances in which a bias in favor of one or 
the other party affected participants’ ratings of the message and the speaker; however, 
significant effects are rare and do not seem to follow a meaningful pattern.  Hypothesis 1 
is accepted with reservations.
To explore more possible effects (as indicated in research question 1), additional 
interaction terms were created including the independent variables verbal aggressiveness 
(coded 0 for nonaggressive and 1 for aggressive) and gender (coded 0 for female and 1 
for male).  All dependent variables were then regressed on the following predictors: 
Democratic Party identification x speaker party affiliation x verbal aggressiveness, 
Republican Party identification x speaker party affiliation x verbal aggressiveness, 
Democratic Party identification x speaker party affiliation x gender, Republican Party 
identification x speaker party affiliation x gender, Democratic Party identification x 
speaker party affiliation x verbal aggressiveness x gender, and Republican Party 
identification x speaker party affiliation x verbal aggressiveness x gender.  Of all those, 
only the interaction of Republican Party identification, Republican Party affiliation, and 
verbal aggressiveness had a significant impact on some of the participants’ impressions.  
Affected were ratings of tact, b = .283, t(854) = 2.732, p = .006, overall aggressiveness,  
b = .219, t(854) = 2.424, p = .016, and perceptions of the degree to which the speaker had 
attacked the other person, b = .258, t(854) = 2.461, p = .014. 
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Partial correlations were conducted to explore the relationship between 
Republican Party identification and the perception of speakers in the different conditions 
while controlling for participant number and message number.  Results revealed that the 
more an individual identified with the Republican Party, the more he or she perceived 
overall aggressiveness, r = –.208, N = 248, p = .001, and attacking behavior, r = –.206, N 
= 248, p = .001.  Curiously, this was only the case for nonaggressive speakers.  In the 
aggressive condition, identification with the Republican Party was associated with higher 
ratings of Republican speakers as tactful, r = .161, N = 248, p = .012, but this correlation 
was not significant when the speaker was identified as a Democrat.  
Finally, to re-test for a verbal aggressiveness main effect and an aggressiveness-
gender interaction that had been the main focus of experiment two, 2 (degree of verbal 
aggressiveness) x 2 (gender) repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on all 
dependent measures, as well as on the credibility, appropriateness, and perceived 
aggressiveness mean variables.  As visible in Table 6 (for means and standard deviations 
see Appendix E, Table 10), there was a significant verbal aggressiveness main effect for 
almost every dependent variable, ratings of knowledgeability being the only exception.  
Similar to the findings of experiments one and two, the aggressiveness effect were 
medium-sized for credibility ratings and mostly large for appropriateness perceptions.  
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Table 6
Main Effects in Relation to Nonaggressive and Aggressive Messages (Study 3)
  F df   p !p"
Agreement     4.613 1, 123    .034 .036
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent
          Likable—not likable
  14.216
  12.645









   .001
   .143








          Tactful—rude
          Appropriate—inappropriate
          Proper—improper
          Suitable—unsuitable
          Comfortable—uncomfortable






























          Aggressive













Probably as a result of the greater number of observations (992 compared to 604 
in experiment 2), even agreement with the message was significantly influenced by the 
use of verbal aggressiveness, although the difference between the nonaggressive 
condition (M = 2.815) and the aggressive condition (M = 2.977) was minimal and the 
effect was small.  The gender-aggressiveness interaction was nonsignificant for all of the 
dependent measures, all F " 2.688, p ! .104, !p" " .021 (see Appendix E, Tables 11 and 
12).
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5. Discussion of Findings and Conclusion
This project focused on three factors that were assumed to influence the 
perception of messages and their sources in political speeches: verbal aggressiveness, 
gender, and a party identification-based bias in favor or against the party of the speaker.  
Previous research has shown that individuals who use verbal aggressiveness are 
perceived as less credible (Downs et al., 1990; Edwards & Myers, 2007; Infante, 1992) 
and that their behavior is seen as less appropriate (Jordan-Jackson et al., 2008).  This 
effect has been found for a variety of situations, including a political interview (Downs et 
al., 1990).  The results of this study confirmed these findings.  As predicted, when verbal 
aggressiveness was used in a speech, it caused the politicians to appear less credible and 
their behavior to be perceived as less appropriate than when no verbal aggressiveness was 
present.  Also, participants were less likely to agree with a politician’s statement when it 
included character and competence attacks.
The negative effect of verbal aggressiveness was strongest for the perceived 
appropriateness of the politician’s behavior, medium-sized for ratings of credibility, and 
small for agreement.  Very large was the effect on perceived aggressiveness.  Aside from 
confirming the efficacy of the experimental manipulation, this finding also shows that 
participants did not only react negatively to the use of verbal aggressiveness but were 
also clearly aware of it.  Verbal aggressiveness, therefore, is not a subtle persuasion 
strategy but a very obvious one that can put the speaker in a bad light.  
Given the findings of this study, the use of attacks messages in political speeches 
does not seem advisable.  Nevertheless, it has been observed that they have become 
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popular in political campaigning because they have gained a reputation of effectiveness 
among professionals (Sabato, 1981).  If ‘effectiveness’ is solely measured based on how 
much damage attack messages cause to the image of their target, then they may pass for 
being very effective.  However, the results of this study suggest that the use of verbal 
aggressiveness involves a trade-off between hurting the opponent and hurting oneself.  If 
the definition of effectiveness is expanded to also include the negative consequences for 
the source, attack messages may not be that effective after all.  An interesting question for 
future research would be if the damage caused to the opponent is significant enough to 
outweigh the damage the attacker causes to him- or herself, or if it is wiser to take the 
‘rhetorical high road.’
Another aspect that is worth investigating but was not considered in this study is 
the possibility that the degree to which receivers react negatively to verbal aggressiveness 
might vary depending on if the attack is initiated or reciprocated.  Downs at al. (1990) 
found that after viewing the verbally aggressive exchange of George Bush and Dan 
Rather, participants reported negative impressions of Bush but positive impressions of 
Rather.  The authors assumed that this difference may be due to participants perceiving 
Bush to be the aggressor while Rather was seen as merely reacting.  Infante et al. (1992) 
detected a similar pattern, finding that the negative effect of verbal aggressiveness was 
less severe for targets than for initiators.  Generally speaking, although verbal 
aggressiveness is seen by many individuals as socially inappropriate (Infante et al., 
1992), it may be considered a justified means of verbal self-defense when the source is 
attacked by another person first.  Future experiments should test this distinction, e.g. by 
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including an initiation-reciprocation manipulation, to help specify assumptions about the 
complex effects of verbal aggressiveness.
It was also hypothesized that the gender of the politician would influence the way 
verbal aggressiveness is perceived.  Receivers, it was assumed, would be more accepting 
of men using verbal aggressiveness than of women, which would cause the negative 
effect of attack messages to be stronger for female than for male politicians.  This 
assumption is based on Language Expectancy Theory, which claims that people develop 
specific expectations toward the communication behavior of men and women and react 
negatively when communicators do not conform to these expectations.  As it is a common 
stereotype in the American culture that women are less aggressive than men, verbally 
aggressive female politicians should violate receiver expectations and therefore elicit 
unfavorable reactions to a greater extent than their male counterparts.
The results of this study did not confirm the propositions of LET.  The gender-
verbal aggressiveness interaction was nonsignificant for most dependent measures, 
indicating that participants’ perception of attack messages did not differ depending on 
whether the politician was identified as a man or a woman.  Moreover, when the 
interaction was significant, ratings did not follow the predicted pattern.  Instead of being 
stronger for women, the negative effect of verbal aggressiveness on the ratings of 
suitability and overall aggressiveness was stronger for men: women were perceived as 
more aggressive and their behavior as less suitable in the nonaggressive condition and 
this difference disappeared in the aggressive condition.  Although this finding indicates 
that aggressiveness judgments can be contingent on speaker gender, it is not consistent 
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with the results of most previous studies (Burgoon & Stewart, 1975; Klingle & Burgoon, 
1995; Jordan-Jackson et al., 2008), which show that women are restricted to unaggressive 
appeals if they wish to be effective and are evaluated considerably more negatively than 
men when they exhibit verbally aggressive behavior.
The only research with results somewhat comparable to the pattern detected in 
this study was published by Burgoon et al. (1991).  This experiment assessed patients’ 
compliance and satisfaction with and perceptions of physicians, manipulating physician 
gender and different degrees of aggressiveness used in their persuasive strategies.  Like in 
this study, women were evaluated slightly more negatively than men in the nonaggressive 
condition, and when verbal aggressiveness was added, the negative effect on the ratings 
was stronger for men than for women.  However, this effect was only observed between 
nonaggressive and moderately aggressive conditions; as the amount of aggressiveness 
was further increased, women’s ratings dropped and men’s ratings improved 
considerably.  The authors interpreted their finding as supporting the idea that men have a 
broader ‘band width’ of socially accepted behavior and are effective in using either 
nonaggressive of aggressive strategies, whereas women are limited to nonaggressive 
communication.  It is possible that the aggressive-nonaggressive manipulation in this 
study, although effective, was not strong enough to cause the hypothesized effect.  It 
might take more than one character and one competence attack for female politicians to 
violate their audience’s expectations and elicit the negative reactions that LET predicts.  
Future studies on the effects of gender and attack messages in political speeches could 
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provide an answer to this question by including more than two message conditions and 
ensuring that one of them is characterized by a high degree of verbal aggressiveness.
The complete absence of a gender main effect also suggests that methodological 
flaws might be responsible for the lack of significant interactions.  Two potential 
problems are the salience of gender in stimulus and questionnaire and the repeated-
measures design.  Unlike verbal aggressiveness, gender was not manipulated by changing 
the speech text but indicated in the context descriptions only.  Also, the questionnaire was 
adapted by replacing the gender-neutral phrase ‘the speaker’ by male and female personal 
pronouns.  As a result, numerous hints to the politician’s gender were present throughout 
the questionnaire. 
To reduce the number of participants needed and still obtain a large quantity of 
observations, each subject rated eight messages.  Apart from the minor adjustments, the 
set of questions was identical for each speech text and the introductory sentences were all 
very similar.  With its system of offering pay per task and disregarding the time it takes to 
complete it, Mechanical Turk encourages efficiency.  Participants may have stopped 
reading questions and introductory sentences carefully as they became increasingly 
familiar with the questionnaire and realized that the context descriptions did not include 
any information relevant for completing it.1 Thus, despite for its practical use, the 
repeated-measures design may have caused a major problem for this study by leading 
participants to overlook a crucial independent variable.  One possible solution could be to 
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1 If this was the case, the data should show an order effect, with the impact of gender on 
the ratings decreasing over the course of the experiment. Unfortunately, as the sequence of speech 
texts in the experiment was randomly determined for each participant and not recorded, testing 
for such an effect is not possible.
have every participant read and rate one text only.  Also, measures could be taken to 
make gender more salient in the speech passage itself, e.g. by showing a picture of a male 
of female politician, or by not presenting written texts but having speakers read them out, 
in which case the male or female voice would function as a permanent reminder of 
gender.
Another potential methodological flaw is the age of the participants.  Their mean 
age was approximately 30, which makes them young in comparison to the overall adult 
population.  As representativeness is not a major concern in experiments, the young age is 
not per se problematic.  However, it is reasonable to assume a relationship between an 
individual’s age and his or her gender-related beliefs and expectations.  Most participants 
being young adults, they were socialized in an era that emphasized gender equality rather 
than strictly different roles for men and women, and similarity rather than difference.  
With gender-related stereotypes not being as prevalent as they used to be, participants’ 
reaction to women assuming masculine roles and exhibiting stereotypically masculine 
behavior may have been weakened; in other words, the subjects’ young age may have 
eliminated effects that could have been there with an older group of participants.  This is 
not to say that expectations towards men and women are no longer different, but the 
difference is likely to be smaller among younger than among older people.  Considering 
that age might be an intervening variable altering perceptions of Gender, recruiting 
participants via Mechanical Turk is still preferable over the most common alternative, 
namely conducting experiments with undergraduate students as subjects, who are on 
average even younger.
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All things considered, the nonoccurrence of gender-related effects is still 
surprising, given that politics have been described as characterized by masculine values 
(Hoecker, 2007).  According to this idea, women counteract common ideas of proper 
feminine behavior merely by holding political office or competing for it.  On the other 
hand, it seems likely that expectations toward female politicians differ from expectations 
toward women in general.  As winning political office requires many traits that are 
typically considered masculine, such as competitiveness, perseverance, and 
aggressiveness, female politicians may lose some of their perceived femininity the 
moment they begin to compete.  In other words, a verbally aggressive female politician 
who is already assumed to exhibit stereotypically masculine traits will not violate 
audience expectations to the same degree as a verbally aggressive woman in a more 
‘feminine’ role.  If women in politics are not expected to comply with culturally defined 
rules of female behavior in the first place, they will not suffer the damage that comes with 
violating such expectations.
The third and final independent variable that was assumed to influence 
perceptions of the speeches and their sources was participants’ party identification.  More 
precisely, it was predicted that the preference for a political party would bias 
participants’ impressions, such that their ratings would be more favorable when the 
speaker is affiliated with the party to which they feel close.  Although results showed no 
consistent effect, some evidence for biased processing was found.  Also, in some 
instances, a preference for the Republican Party interacted with verbal aggressiveness: 
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Republican Party identifiers perceived more overall aggressiveness and rated aggressive 
Republican politicians as more tactful than aggressive Democrats.  
The reason why significant interactions were sparse may be the same as those 
discussed in relation to the lack of gender effects.  The politicians’ party affiliations were 
only indicated in the context descriptions, not in the speech texts, and may have been 
increasingly overlooked by participants as they completed the questionnaire.  
Considering that the politicians’ party affiliations were even less noticeable throughout 
stimulus materials and questionnaire than their gender, it is noteworthy that the party 
identification-based bias nevertheless caused more significant effects.  This suggests that 
the lack of salience cannot have been the only factor preventing the gender effect from 
occurring.  At least for this group of participants, party preference was more influential 
than gender, which is consistent with previous findings sthat gender stereotypes play a 
less significant role once specific information is learned about a person.  If participants 
had been older, results may have been different.
Altogether, the outcome of experiment 3 indicates that individuals’ perceptions of 
a politician and his or her message are more favorable when he or she is affiliated with a 
political party they like.  This result is similar to what previous research has revealed 
about biased message processing in political communication (Munro et al., 2006; Ziegler 
& Diehl, 2003).  Also, the finding that the bias can distort people’s perceptions of verbal 
aggressiveness suggests that politicians should avoid attack messages when they are 
addressing a broad audience, like during a televised debate, but are safer using them 
when speaking to their supporters, such as during campaign rallies or party conventions.
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All things considered, future studies should focus on the role of age in the 
perception of verbally aggressive behavior shown by male and female politicians, 
specifically focusing on the question of whether political biases are strong enough to 
outweigh gender biases.  Such research could provide valuable guidelines for politicians, 
men and women, as well as for their speechwriters and campaign planners.  For example, 
can a Democratic politician use vicious attack messages when addressing a group of 
Democratic Party identifiers without risking to lose their support? If yes, must he or she 
obtain a less confrontational communication strategy when speaking to a bipartisan 
audience? Does this rule equally apply to men and women, or are women more 
successful when they choose a more affirmative style, especially when addressing an 
older audience? The possibility of a gender bias affecting the processing of aggressive 
political messages, although found nonsignificant in this study, must still be considered.  
With more women entering the political contest and battling for equal opportunities, this 
issue will remain relevant for a long time.
Finally, to what extent do the results of this study apply to political rhetoric in 
general? The scope of the three experiments reported in this thesis is limited, as they 
focused on one persuasive strategy only and did not even cover its entire bandwidth.  
According to the definition of Infante and Rancer (1996), verbal aggressiveness does not 
only entail character and competence attacks; it can also target another individual’s 
background and physical appearance, as well as involve ridicule, threats, profanity, 
maledictions, and teasing.  Most likely, those other elements do not have the same effect 
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on the perception of speakers and their messages, and interact with gender and party 
identification in different ways.
Also, the effects of a political speech are highly contingent on the special 
circumstances accompanying its delivery.  Speaker ethos, time, place, and the current 
social, political, or historical situation, even the way a speech is arranged, will always 
determine how it is interpreted and how persuasive it is, making empirical investigations 
of the effects of rhetoric a difficult undertaking.  Scholars have taken different approaches 
to exploring such effects, considering the special circumstances to varying extents.  Some 
have exposed participants to real speeches or debates, given by politicians they knew and 
under circumstances with which they were familiar.  The results obtained by such 
research obviously only apply to one particular piece of discourse and do not allow 
conclusions about others.  Other studies, like the one at hand, purposefully isolate 
specific elements of discourse, hoping to detect general tendencies.  There is no intention 
of claiming that these tendencies are absolute or omnipresent.  Depending in the specific 
case, they will apply more, less, or not at all, but they should always be considered.
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Appendices
A. Manipulation Check Materials
Message #1
Context
Study 1: The following was taken from a comment made by Representative J. Kirkpatrick 
during a meeting of the House Rules Committee. Kirkpatrick said to another 
representative:
Study 2: The following was taken from a comment made by Congressman/
Congresswoman John/Jane Kirkpatrick during a meeting of the House Rules Committee. 
He/she said to another representative:
Study 3: The following was taken from a comment made by Democratic/Republican 
Congressman/Congresswoman John/Jane Kirkpatrick during a meeting of the House 
Rules Committee. He/she said to another representative:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “This is all backwards. You should do hearings first and then 
figure out what makes sense, and then do the legislation. What you are doing is the 
legislation and then say, oh don’t worry, we’ll do hearings, and then you issue not an 
alternative, you issue a press release. It just strikes me as unbelievable that after all we 
heard about openness and full discussion, that we are rushing this to the floor in an 
emergency Rules Committee meeting and you’re all agreeing it should be a closed 
process, so where’s the openness and where’s the discussion?”
100 words
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Aggressive version: “You obviously don’t know what you are doing because 
[competence attack] this is all backwards. You should do hearings first and then figure 
out what makes sense, and then do the legislation. What you are doing is the legislation 
and then say, oh don’t worry, we’ll do hearings, and then you issue not an alternative, you 
issue a press release. It just strikes me as unbelievable and hypocritical [character 
attack] that after all we heard about openness and full discussion, that we are rushing this 
to the floor in an emergency Rules Committee meeting and you’re all agreeing it should 





Study 1: This statement was made by Representative P. Campbell during a meeting of the 
House Administration Committee and addressed to another committee member. 
Campbell’s words were the following:
Study 2: This statement was made by Congressman/Congresswoman Patrick/Patricia 
Campbell during a meeting of the House Administration Committee and addressed to 
another committee member. His/her words were the following:
Study 3: This statement was made by Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Patrick/Patricia Campbell during a meeting of the House Administration 




Non-aggressive version: “I was not here when that bill passed, but it may be that our 
colleagues’ memory on what happened on that legislation is not as strong as it might be. 
I’ve been puzzled constantly at how our colleagues across the aisle have talked about 
how many hearings were held and how many amendments were offered. Yes, there were 
hearings on the bill that passed the house, and there were amendments offered. However, 
the bill that finally passed came from the Senate and there was not a single hearing on it, 
not one.”
97 words
Aggressive version: “I was not here when that bill passed, but it may be that our 
colleagues’ memory on what happened on that legislation is not as strong as it might be. 
I’ve been puzzled constantly at how our colleagues across the aisle have been terribly 
uninformed [competence attack] about how many hearings were held and how many 
amendments were offered. Yes, there were hearing on the bill that passed the house, and 
there were amendments offered. However, the bill that finally passed came from the 
Senate and there was not a single hearing on it, not one, and it is deceitful of our 





Study 1: Prior to the last midterm elections, Representative J. Miller debated another 
candidate in the congressional district. Among other things, Miller said this:
Study 2: Prior to the last midterm elections, Congressman/Congresswoman Joseph/
Joanne Miller debated another candidate in the congressional district. Among other 
things, he/she said this:
Study 3: Prior to the last midterm elections, Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Joseph/Joanne Miller debated another candidate in the congressional 
district. Among other things, he/she said this:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “You voted for every single one of the budgets that took us from 
record budget surpluses to record budget deficits. More was added to our debt during 
those years than in all the administrations in the history of the state combined. You’re 
leaving an enormous burden to your successor, to all tax payers in the state. You voted 
against the largest middle class tax cut in the history of this country, you voted against 
infrastructure projects. And again, the recovery act has not been a perfect bill. The 
question is: what would have happened if we didn’t have it?”
101 words
Aggressive version: “You voted for every single one of the budgets that took us from 
record budget surpluses to record budget deficits. More was added to our debt during 
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those years than in all the administrations in the history of the state combined. You’re 
leaving an enormous burden to your successor, to all tax payers in the state, which shows 
that you clearly don’t understand your job. [competence attack] You voted against the 
largest middle class tax cut in the history of this country, you voted against infrastructure 
projects, stabbing your voters in the back [character attack]. And again, the recovery 






Study 1: The sentences below are part of a debate between two competing candidates for 
a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. Representative D. Petersen addressed to the 
other debater with these words:
Study 2: The sentences below are part of a debate between two competing candidates for 
a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. Congressman/Congresswoman Daniel/
Danielle Petersen addressed his/her interlocutor with these words:
Study 3: The sentences below are part of a debate between two competing candidates for 
a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. Democratic/Republican Congressman/




Non-aggressive version: “One of the things that we need is an audit. Once we complete 
the audit, with the auditor general, we’ll lay the facts on the line and we’ll bring the 
stakeholders to the table to solve the state’s fiscal crisis. It takes leadership. We need to 
reconcile state spending. I’ll give you an example. We did this in a bipartisan way when it 
come to McCormick Place. McCormick Place was going to lose billions of dollars in 
investment. In a bipartisan way, we sat down, we came back with solutions, only to have 
them vetoed.”
95 words
Aggressive version: “One of the things that we need is an audit. Once we complete the 
audit, with the auditor general, we’ll lay the facts on the line and we’ll bring the 
stakeholders to the table to solve the state’s fiscal crisis. It takes leadership, which you 
are clearly lacking. [competence attack] We need to reconcile state spending. I’ll give 
you an example. We did this in a bipartisan way when it come to McCormick Place. 
McCormick Place was going to lose billions of dollars in investment. In a bipartisan way, 
we sat down, we came back with solutions, only to have them vetoed by you because 





Study 1: The following statement was uttered by Representative M. Smith in the course 
of a meeting of the House Committee on Armed Services. Smith addressed another 
committee member saying:
Study 2: The following statement was uttered by Congressman/Congresswoman Mark/
Mary Smith in the course of a meeting of the House Committee on Armed Services. He/
she addressed another committee member saying:
Study 3: The following statement was uttered by Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Mark/Mary Smith in the course of a meeting of the House Committee 
on Armed Services. He/she addressed another committee member saying:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “This is not the time to want to repeal a policy that’s working, 
that has the potential for affecting morale, it has the potential of affecting cohesiveness, 
and it also, most significantly, in my mind, if repealed, has the potential for increasing the 
risk of harm to Americans. So if for no other reason, we ought not to repeal this today. 
Should it be done at some point in time, maybe so. But this is not the time to do it. So I 
do hope that common sense will prevail here so we get closure on this and move on to 
something that is extremely important to the men and women of America.”
113 words
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Aggressive version: “It is foolish of you [competence attack] to want to repeal a policy 
that’s working, that has the potential for affecting morale, it has the potential of affecting 
cohesiveness, and it also, most significantly, in my mind, if repealed, has the potential for 
increasing the risk of harm to Americans. So if for no other reason, we ought not to repeal 
this today. Should it be done at some point in time, maybe so. But this is not the time to 
do it. So I do hope that common sense will prevail here, not your selfish agenda, 
[character attack] so we get closure on this and move on to something that is extremely 





Study 1: The quote below comes from Representative R. Jackson. Reacting to a comment 
made by the previous speaker during a House Armed Services Committee meeting, 
Jackson said:
Study 2: The quote below comes from Congressman/Congresswoman Randy/Rita 
Jackson during a House Armed Services Committee meeting. Reacting to a comment 
made by the previous speaker, she/she said:
Study 3: The quote below comes from Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Randy/Rita Jackson during a House Armed Services Committee 
meeting. Reacting to a comment made by the previous speaker, she/she said:
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Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “My colleague pointed out something to me last night that you 
need to get rid of because it is irrelevant. Every member in this chamber was elected. I 
don’t need any other provision other than that I got elected to legislate. So when you start 
down the path that you’re not going to receive my proposed legislation because I didn’t 
cite a specific amendment in the U.S. constitution, which I revere and you revere, the I’ll 
cite to the fact that I got elected and I’m going to move on and then we’ll go to court and 
see whether or not this rule you’re talking about is will hold up. Be aware that it won’t.”
116 words
Aggressive version: “My colleague pointed out something to me last night that you need 
to get rid of because it is irrelevant and you’re misleading the voters [character attack]. 
Every member in this chamber was elected. I don’t need any other provision other than 
that I got elected to legislate. So when you start down the path that you’re not going to 
receive my proposed legislation because I didn’t cite a specific amendment in the U.S. 
constitution, which I revere and you revere, the I’ll cite to the fact that I got elected and 
I’m going to move on and then we’ll go to court and see whether or not this rule you’re 
talking about is will hold up. If you had done your homework, you would [competence 





Study 1: The following was part of a pre-election debate between Representative M. 
Norton and another House candidate. Addressing the other debater, Norton stated:
Study 2: The following was part of a pre-election debate between Congressman/
Congresswoman Michael/Michelle Norton and another House candidate. Addressing the 
other debater, he/she stated:
Study 3: The following was part of a pre-election debate between Democratic/Republican 
Congressman/Congresswoman Michael/Michelle Norton and another House candidate. 
Addressing the other debater, he/she stated:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “What you don’t not even mention is the loss of jobs. You boast 
about this job or that, but overall, we’ve lost more jobs, 200,000 at the expense of hard-
working families. In the last two months, we lost 26,000 jobs. It isn’t a national issue any 
more. 35 other states in this nation created more jobs than they lost in the last two 
months, it’s a statistic. This plan is putting us in the inevitable position of being one of 
eight states deemed to be in a recession. It continues to threaten to increase taxes on 
families and businesses, killing jobs.”
103 words
Aggressive version: “What you are too insincere to even mention [character attack] is 
the loss of jobs. You boasts about this job or that, but overall, we’ve lost more jobs, 
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200,000 at the expense of hard-working families. In the last two months, we lost 26,000 
jobs. It isn’t a national issue any more. 35 other states in this nation created more jobs 
than they lost in the last two months, it’s a statistic. My opponent’s incompetence 
[competence attack] is putting us in the inevitable position of being one of eight states 






Study 1: These are the words of Representative S. Carter. Debating another congressional 
district candidate during a campaign, Carter said:
Study 2: These are the words of Congressman/Congresswoman Stephen/Stephanie Carter. 
Debating another congressional district candidate during a campaign, he/she said:
Study 3: These are the words of Democratic/Republican Congressman/Congresswoman 
Stephen/Stephanie Carter. Debating another congressional district candidate during a 
campaign, he/she said:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “The loan is going to cost a billion dollars to finance it. If we do 
not pay our pension payment, it’s going to cost a lot more than a billion dollars. People 
are very suspicious of your plans. You have to have common sense. We’re in a tough 
situation, we have to have a leader who puts us though it, and I can be that person. We 
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have to have a leader who’s taking these positions to cut the budget in a prudent way 
without cutting education, or health care, or police, or cutting our veterans.”
95 words
Aggressive version: “The loan is going to cost a billion dollars to finance it. If we do not 
pay our pension payment, it’s going to cost a lot more than a billion dollars. You are 
irresponsible and reckless and that’s why people are very suspicious of your plans 
because you’ve never shown any fiscal management skills. You have to have common 
sense. We’re in a tough situation, we have to have a leader who puts us though it, and I 
can be that person. We have to have a leader who’s taking these positions to cut the 






Study 1: The statement below was made by Representative A. Hunter during a debate 
prior to the congressional district election. Hunter said to the other House candidate:
Study 2: The statement below was made by Congressman/Congresswoman Alan/Alice 
Hunter during a debate prior to the congressional district election. He/she said to the 
other House candidate:
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Study 3: The statement below was made by Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Alan/Alice Hunter during a debate prior to the congressional district 
election. He/she said to the other House candidate:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “What I won’t do is, I won’t vote for tax cuts for multi-
millionaires. How in the world are tax cuts for multi-millionaires and billionaires going to 
help our economy? How are they going to help our deficit? They’ll just drive our deficit 
700 billion dollars deeper in the hole! What does that do to our small businesses? The 
fact is that only two or three percent of small income filers would be affected by sane and 
reasonable tax rates, we need to help the middle class and help small businesses. How is 
that possibly going to create jobs in this economy just helping multi-millionaires? I will 
vote for tax cuts for middle class families and working families, not favor millionaires.”
122 words
Aggressive version: “What I won’t do is, I won’t vote for tax cuts for multi-millionaires. 
How in the world are tax cuts for multi-millionaires and billionaires going to help our 
economy? How are they going to help our deficit? They’ll just drive our deficit 700 
billion dollars deeper in the hole! What does that do to our small businesses? You simply 
have no idea what you are talking about [competence attack]. The fact is that only two 
or three percent of small income filers would be affected by sane and reasonable tax 
rates, we need to help the middle class and help small businesses. How is that possibly 
going to create jobs in this economy just helping multi-millionaires? I will vote for tax 
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cuts for middle class families and working families, and the fact that you favor 





Study 1: These sentences were taken from a debate between two competing candidates 
for the U.S. House of Representatives. Representative A. Neil addressed the opponent 
saying:
Study 2: These sentences were taken from a debate between two competing candidates 
for the U.S. House of Representatives. Congressman/Congresswoman Adrian/Adrienne 
Neil addressed his/her opponent saying:
Study 3: These sentences were taken from a debate between two competing candidates 
for the U.S. House of Representatives. Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Adrian/Adrienne Neil addressed his/her opponent saying:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “I do not think this has worked. I think this is a failed program. 
We have, in this state, since its passage, lost 4,722 jobs, so for anyone to suggest that we 
have gained in this state is a red herring. We need to acknowledge that this has not 
worked. I understand that you acknowledged yourself that the bill you voted for is not 
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working, and I’m glad about that but I wish that the acknowledgement had come at the 
beginning of the process, not at the end, now that we are into further debt.”
95 words
Aggressive version: “I do not think this has worked. I think this is a failed program. We 
have, in in this state, since its passage, lost 4,722 jobs, so for anyone to suggest that we 
have gained in this state is a red herring, yet another one of your disingenuous 
distractions [character attack]. We need to acknowledge that this has not worked. I 
understand that you acknowledged yourself that the bill you voted for is not working, and 
I’m glad about that but I wish that the acknowledgement had come at the beginning of the 
process, not at the end, now that your miserable crisis management has driven us into 





Study 1: These comments were made by Representative G. Rogers during a House 
Education and Workforce Committee meeting. Rogers said to another speaker:
Study 2: These comments were made by Congressman/Congresswoman Grey/Grace 
Rogers during a House Education and Workforce Committee meeting. He/she said to 
another speaker:
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Study 3: These comments were made by Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Grey/Grace Rogers during a House Education and Workforce 
Committee meeting. He/she said to another speaker:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “If you look at the past years, there was a six billion dollar 
surplus and now there is a one billion dollar deficit. Unemployment nearly doubled to 
what was then a record of eleven percent. Promises were made to the people that the 
school system would be turned around. Now, the school system is millions of dollars in 
debt and the government has to come in and take it over. So, I think we just have to look 
at the experience and ask ourselves what we need, and my view is we need experts to get 
this back to work.”
105 words
Aggressive version:
“You have no experience changing this situation for the positive [competence attack]. 
If you look at the past years, there was a six billion dollar surplus and now there is a one 
billion dollar deficit. Unemployment nearly doubled to what was then a record of eleven 
percent. Promises were made to the people that the school system would be turned 
around. Now, the school system is millions of dollars in debt and the government has to 
come in and take it over. So, I think we just have to look at the experience and ask 
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ourselves what we need, and my view is we need experts to get this back to work. Your 





Study 1: The words below were taken from a speech given by Representative K. 
Thomson in the course of a meeting of the House Committee on Armed Services. Here is 
what Thomson said to another committee member:
Study 2: The words below were taken from a speech given by Congressman/
Congresswoman Kevin/Kelly Thomson in the course of a meeting of the House 
Committee on Armed Services. Here is what he/she said to another committee member:
Study 3: The words below were taken from a speech given by Democratic/Republican 
Congressman/Congresswoman Kevin/Kelly Thomson in the course of a meeting of the 
House Committee on Armed Services. Here is what he/she said to another committee 
member:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “For as long as I’ve been a member of this body, the House has 
done a good job of keeping the national defense authorization act out of partisan political 
fights that have little or nothing to do with the U.S. military, the brave men and women 
who are serving in it, and our national defense programs more broadly. Now we’ve gotten 
off course. We’re pushing through highly political legislation that would never be 
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referred to the Armed Services Committee if it was introduced independently. This is 
turning legislation related to our national defense into a vehicle to force a partisan agenda 
through the Senate.”
105 words
Aggressive version: “For as long as I’ve been a member of this body, the House has done 
a good job of keeping the national defense authorization act out of partisan political fights 
that have little or nothing to do with the U.S. military, the brave men and women who are 
serving in it, and our national defense programs more broadly. Now we’ve gotten off 
course because you are confused about your responsibilities [competence attack]. 
We’re pushing through highly political legislation that would never be referred to the 
Armed Services Committee if it was introduced independently. This is turning legislation 
related to our national defense into a vehicle to force a partisan agenda through the 
Senate, and that’s unethical of you [character attack].”
117 words
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B. Final Selection of Materials
Message 1
Context Statement
Study 1: The following was taken from a comment made by Representative J. Kirkpatrick 
during a meeting of the House Rules Committee. Kirkpatrick said to another 
representative:
Study 2: The following was taken from a comment made by Congressman/
Congresswoman John/Jane Kirkpatrick during a meeting of the House Rules Committee. 
He/she said to another representative:
Study 3: The following was taken from a comment made by Democratic/Republican 
Congressman/Congresswoman John/Jane Kirkpatrick during a meeting of the House 
Rules Committee. He/she said to another representative:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “This is all backwards. We should do hearings first and then 
figure out what makes sense, and then do the legislation. What we are doing is we’re 
doing legislation and then maybe hearings, maybe not, and then we’re not even given an 
alternative. It just strikes me as unbelievable that after all we heard about openness and 
full discussion, that we are rushing this to the floor in an emergency Rules Committee 




Aggressive version: “You obviously don’t know what you are doing because 
[competence attack] this is all backwards. We should do hearings first and then figure out 
what makes sense, and then do the legislation. What we are doing is we’re doing 
legislation and then maybe hearings, maybe not, and then we’re not even given an 
alternative. It just strikes me as unbelievable and hypocritical [character attack] that 
after all we heard about openness and full discussion, that we are rushing this to the floor 
in an emergency Rules Committee meeting and we’re all agreeing it should be a closed 





Study 1: This statement was made by Representative P. Campbell during a meeting of the 
House Administration Committee and addressed to another committee member. 
Campbell’s words were the following:
Study 2: This statement was made by Congressman/Congresswoman Patrick/Patricia 
Campbell during a meeting of the House Administration Committee and addressed to 
another committee member. His/her words were the following:
Study 3: This statement was made by Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Patrick/Patricia Campbell during a meeting of the House Administration 




Non-aggressive version: “I was not here when that bill passed, but it may be that people’s 
memory on what happened on that legislation is not as strong as it might be. I’ve been 
puzzled constantly at how everybody has talked about how many hearings were held and 
how many amendments were offered. Yes, there were hearings on the bill that passed the 
house, and there were amendments offered. However, the bill that finally passed came 
from the Senate and there was not a single hearing on it, not one.”
87 words
Aggressive version: “I was not here when that bill passed, but it may be that people’s 
memory on what happened on that legislation is not as strong as it might be. I’ve been 
puzzled constantly at how terribly uninformed you are [competence attack] about how 
many hearings were held and how many amendments were offered. Yes, there were 
hearing on the bill that passed the house, and there were amendments offered. However, 
the bill that finally passed came from the Senate and there was not a single hearing on it, 





Study 1: The sentences below are part of a debate between two competing candidates for 
a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. Representative D. Petersen addressed to the 
other debater with these words:
Study 2: The sentences below are part of a debate between two competing candidates for 
a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. Congressman/Congresswoman Daniel/
Danielle Petersen addressed his/her interlocutor with these words:
Study 3: The sentences below are part of a debate between two competing candidates for 
a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Daniel/Danielle Petersen addressed his/her interlocutor with these 
words:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “One of the things that we need is an audit. Once we complete 
the audit, with the auditor general, we’ll lay the facts on the line and we’ll bring the 
stakeholders to the table to solve the state’s fiscal crisis. It takes leadership. We need to 
reconcile state spending. I’ll give you an example. We did this in a bipartisan way with 
McCormick Place. McCormick Place was going to lose billions of dollars in investment. 




Aggressive version: “One of the things that we need is an audit. Once we complete the 
audit, with the auditor general, we’ll lay the facts on the line and we’ll bring the 
stakeholders to the table to solve the state’s fiscal crisis. It takes leadership, which you 
are clearly lacking [competence attack]. We need to reconcile state spending. I’ll give 
you an example. We did this in a bipartisan way with McCormick Place. McCormick 
Place was going to lose billions of dollars in investment. In a bipartisan way, we sat 
down, we came back with solutions, only to have them vetoed by you because you were 





Study 1: The following statement was uttered by Representative M. Smith in the course 
of a meeting of the House Committee on Armed Services. Smith addressed another 
committee member saying:
Study 2: The following statement was uttered by Congressman/Congresswoman Mark/
Mary Smith in the course of a meeting of the House Committee on Armed Services. He/
she addressed another committee member saying:
Study 3: The following statement was uttered by Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Mark/Mary Smith in the course of a meeting of the House Committee 
on Armed Services. He/she addressed another committee member saying:
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Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “This is not the time to want to repeal a policy that’s working, 
that has the potential for affecting morale, it has the potential of affecting cohesiveness. 
And it also, most significantly, if repealed, has the potential for increasing the risk of 
harm to Americans. Should it be done at some point in time, maybe so. But this is not the 
time to do it. So I do hope that common sense will prevail here so we get closure on this 




Aggressive version: “It is stupid of you [competence attack] to want to repeal a policy 
that’s working, that has the potential for affecting morale, it has the potential of affecting 
cohesiveness. And it also, most significantly, if repealed, has the potential for increasing 
the risk of harm to Americans. Should it be done at some point in time, maybe so. But 
this is not the time to do it. So I do hope that common sense will prevail here, not your 
selfish agenda [character attack], so we get closure on this and move on to something 





Study 1: The following was part of a pre-election debate between Representative M. 
Norton and another House candidate. Addressing the other debater, Norton stated:
Study 2: The following was part of a pre-election debate between Congressman/
Congresswoman Michael/Michelle Norton and another House candidate. Addressing the 
other debater, he/she stated:
Study 3: The following was part of a pre-election debate between Democratic/Republican 
Congressman/Congresswoman Michael/Michelle Norton and another House candidate. 
Addressing the other debater, he/she stated:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “What’s not even mentioned here is the loss of jobs. Overall, 
we’ve lost more jobs, 200,000 at the expense of hard-working families. In the last two 
months, we lost 26,000 jobs. It isn’t a national issue any more. 35 other states in this 
nation created more jobs than they lost in the last two months, it’s a statistic. This plan is 
putting us in the inevitable position of being one of eight states deemed to be in a 
recession. It continues to threaten to increase taxes on families and businesses, killing 
jobs.”
103 words
Aggressive version: “What you are too dishonest to even mention [character attack] is 
the loss of jobs. Overall, we’ve lost more jobs, 200,000 at the expense of hard-working 
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families. In the last two months, we lost 26,000 jobs. It isn’t a national issue any more. 35 
other states in this nation created more jobs than they lost in the last two months, it’s a 
statistic. My opponent’s incompetence [competence attack] is putting us in the 
inevitable position of being one of eight states deemed to be in a recession. He continues 





Study 1: These are the words of Representative S. Carter. Debating another congressional 
district candidate during a campaign, Carter said:
Study 2: These are the words of Congressman/Congresswoman Stephen/Stephanie Carter. 
Debating another congressional district candidate during a campaign, he/she said:
Study 3: These are the words of Democratic/Republican Congressman/Congresswoman 
Stephen/Stephanie Carter. Debating another congressional district candidate during a 
campaign, he/she said:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “The loan is going to cost a billion dollars to finance it. If we do 
not pay our pension payment, it’s going to cost a lot more than a billion dollars. People 
are very suspicious of this loan. You have to have common sense. We’re in a tough 
situation, we have to have a leader who puts us though it, and I can be that person. We 
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have to have a leader who’s taking these positions to cut the budget in a prudent way 
without cutting education, or healthcare, or police, or cutting our veterans.”
95 words
Aggressive version: “The loan is going to cost a billion dollars to finance it. If we do not 
pay our pension payment, it’s going to cost a lot more than a billion dollars. People are 
very suspicious of this loan because you have no fiscal management skills whatsoever 
[competence attack]. You have to have common sense. We’re in a tough situation, we 
have to have a leader who puts us though it, and I can be that person. We have to have a 
leader who’s taking these positions to cut the budget in a prudent way, not one who like 
you who will stab the voters in the back by [character attack] cutting education, or 





Study 1: These sentences were taken from a debate between two competing candidates 
for the U.S. House of Representatives. Representative A. Neil addressed the opponent 
saying:
Study 2: These sentences were taken from a debate between two competing candidates 
for the U.S. House of Representatives. Congressman/Congresswoman Adrian/Adrienne 
Neil addressed his/her opponent saying:
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Study 3: These sentences were taken from a debate between two competing candidates 
for the U.S. House of Representatives. Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Adrian/Adrienne Neil addressed his/her opponent saying:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “I do not think this has worked. I think this is a failed program. 
We have, in this state, since its passage, lost 4,722 jobs. So for anyone to suggest that we 
have gained in this state is absurd. We need to acknowledge that this has not worked. I 
understand that suggestions have been made to change the bill, and I’m glad about that, 
but I wish that the acknowledgement had come at the beginning of the process, not at the 
end, now that we are into further debt.”
91 words
Aggressive version: “I do not think this has worked. I think this is a failed program. We 
have, in this state, since its passage, lost 4,722 jobs. So for anyone to suggest that we 
have gained in this state is absurd, and you claiming that shows that you’re not 
trustworthy [character attack]. We need to acknowledge that this has not worked. I 
understand that suggestions have been made to change the bill, and I’m glad about that, 
but I wish that the acknowledgement had come at the beginning of the process, not at the 






Study 1: These comments were made by Representative G. Rogers during a House 
Education and Workforce Committee meeting. Rogers said to another speaker:
Study 2: These comments were made by Congressman/Congresswoman Grey/Grace 
Rogers during a House Education and Workforce Committee meeting. He/she said to 
another speaker:
Study 3: These comments were made by Democratic/Republican Congressman/
Congresswoman Grey/Grace Rogers during a House Education and Workforce 
Committee meeting. He/she said to another speaker:
Speech Text
Non-aggressive version: “If you look at the past years, there was a six billion dollar 
surplus and now there is a one billion dollar deficit. Unemployment nearly doubled to 
what was then a record of eleven percent. Promises made to the people were not kept. 
Now, the school system is millions of dollars in debt and the government has to come in 
and take it over. So, I think we just have to look at the experience and ask ourselves what 
we need, and my view is we need an expert to get this back to work.”
95 words
Aggressive version: “If you look at the past years, there was a six billion dollar surplus 
and now there is a one billion dollar deficit. Unemployment nearly doubled to what was 
then a record of eleven percent. Promises made to the people were not kept because 
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you’re a liar [character attack]. Now, the school system is millions of dollars in debt and 
the government has to come in and take it over. So, I think we just have to look at the 
experience and ask ourselves what we need, and my view is we need an expert to get this 













Example Page from Experiment 1 (Message 2)
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Example Page from Experiment 2 (Message 2)
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Message/Dependent Measures M SD M SD df t
1   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































2   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































3   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































4   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































5   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































* p < .05.     ** p < .01.     *** p < .001
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Table 1
Manipulation Check Results (cont.)
Message Condition
Aggressive Nonaggressive
Message/Dependent Measures M SD M SD df t
6   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































7   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































8   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































9   (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack
































     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































* p < .05.     ** p < .01.     *** p < .001
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Table 1
Manipulation Check Results (cont.)
Message Condition
Aggressive Nonaggressive
Message/Dependent Measures M SD M SD df t
11 (mean)
     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack
































     perceived aggressivess
     character attack
     competence attack































* p < .05.     ** p < .01.     *** p < .001
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Table 2
Main Effects in Relation to Nonaggressive and Aggressive Messages: Means and 
Standard Deviations (Study 1)
Message condition
Nonaggressive Aggressive
Dependent variable (1-6 scale) M SD M SD
Agreement 2.912 .748 2.971 .738
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent*






















          Tactful—rude***
          Appropriate—inappropriate*
          Proper—improper**
          Suitable—unsuitable**
          Comfortable—uncomfortable**






























          Aggressive**













*p < .05.   **p < .01   *** p < .001.
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Table 3
Main Effects in Relation to Nonaggressive and Aggressive Messages: Statistics (Study 1)
F df    p !p"
Agreement .357 1, 33    .554 .111
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent











   .083
   .265
   .551
   .032







          Tactful—rude
          Appropriate—inappropriate
          Proper—improper
          Suitable—unsuitable
          Comfortable—uncomfortable















   .001
< .001
   .010
   .001
   .006
   .001









          Aggressive















Main Effects in Relation to Nonaggressive and Aggressive Messages: Means and 
Standard Deviations (Study 2)
Message condition
Nonaggressive Aggressive
Dependent variable (1-6 scale) M SD M SD
Agreement 2.560 .772 2.774 .704
Credibility*
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable*
          Competent—incompetent






















          Tactful—rude***
          Appropriate—inappropriate***
          Proper—improper***
          Suitable—unsuitable***
          Comfortable—uncomfortable***






























          Aggressive***













*p < .05.   *** p < .001.
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Table 5
Main Effects in Relation to Nonaggressive and Aggressive Messages: Statistics (Study 2)
F df    p !p"
Agreement 3.113 1, 62    .083 .048
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent











   .019
   .067
   .045
   .080







          Tactful—rude
          Appropriate—inappropriate
          Proper—improper
          Suitable—unsuitable
          Comfortable—uncomfortable






























          Aggressive



















Dependent variable (1-6 scales) M SD M SD
Agreement 2.647 .787 2.687 .659
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent






















          Tactful—rude
          Appropriate—inappropriate
          Proper—improper
          Suitable—unsuitable
          Comfortable—uncomfortable






























          Aggressive













* p < .05.     ** p < .01
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Table 7
Main Effects in Relation to Female and Male Speakers: Statistics (Study 2)
  F df    p !p"
Agreement   .116 1, 62 .735 .002
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent






















          Tactful—rude
          Appropriate—inappropriate
          Proper—improper
          Suitable—unsuitable
          Comfortable—uncomfortable
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Interactions Between Aggressiveness and Speaker Gender: Statistics (Study 2)
F df p !p"
Agreement .791 1, 62 .377 .013
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent






















          Tactful—rude
          Appropriate—inappropriate
          Proper—improper
          Suitable—unsuitable
          Comfortable—uncomfortable






























          Aggressive















Main Effects in Relation to Nonaggressive and Aggressive Messages: Means and 
Standard Deviations (Study 3)
Message condition
Nonaggressive Aggressive
Dependent variable (1-6 scale) M SD M SD
Agreement* 2.815 .796 2.977 .850
Credibility***
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy**
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent**






















          Tactful—rude***
          Appropriate—inappropriate***
          Proper—improper***
          Suitable—unsuitable***
          Comfortable—uncomfortable***






























          Aggressive***










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Interactions Between Aggressiveness and Speaker Gender: Statistics (Study 3)
 F df p !p"
Agreement   .068 1, 123 .794 .001
Credibility
          Trustworthy—not trustworthy
          Knowledgeable—not knowledgeable
          Competent—incompetent






















          Tactful—rude
          Appropriate—inappropriate
          Proper—improper
          Suitable—unsuitable
          Comfortable—uncomfortable
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Predicting Agreement (Mixed Regression Model) (Study 3)
Predictor B SE B t p
Democratic Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
– .156 .071 – 2.202 .028
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
.094 .073 1.277 .202
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation x Verbal Aggressiveness
.085 .099 .866 .386
Table 14
Predicting Perceptions of Knowledge (Mixed Regression Model) (Study 3)
Predictor B SE B t p
Democratic Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
– .056 .067 – .834 .405
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
.141 .070 2.016 .044
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation x Verbal Aggressiveness
.077 .093 .824 .410
Table 15
Predicting Perceptions of Tact (Mixed Regression Model) (Study 3)
Predictor B SE B t p
Democratic Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
– .087 .074 –1.102 .279
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
–.028 .077 –.336 .737
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation x Verbal Aggressiveness
.283 .104 2.732 .006
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Table 16
Predicting Perceptions of Appropriateness (Mixed Regression Model) (Study 3)
Predictor B SE B t p
Democratic Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
–.151 .074 –2.051 .041
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
.010 .077 .131 .896
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation x Verbal Aggressiveness
.167 .103 1.611 .107
Table 17
Predicting Perceptions of Suitability (Mixed Regression Model) (Study 3)
Predictor B SE B t p
Democratic Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
–.156 .069 –2.228 .026
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
.111 .073 1.526 .127
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation x Verbal Aggressiveness
.104 .097 1.070 .285
Table 18
Predicting Perceptions of General Aggressiveness (Mixed Regression Model) (Study 3)
Predictor B SE B t p
Democratic Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
–.106 .066 –1.614 .107
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
–.114 .068 –1.665 .096
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation x Verbal Aggressiveness
–.219 .090 2.424 .016
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Table 19
Predicting Perceptions of Attacking Behavior (Mixed Regression Model) (Study 3)
Predictor B SE B t p
Democratic Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
–.129 .076 –1.707 .088
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation
–.163 .079 –2.070 .039
Republican Party Identification x Speaker  
Party Affiliation x Verbal Aggressiveness
.257 .105 2.461 .014
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